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INTRODUCTION

- i -

Melville in his "Haarthorne and His Mosses" urbed the reader who 

wants to "hear the far roar of /” Hawttoirne’s "7 Niagara" to "travel away 

inland into his deep and noble nature." And in his peneeratino review, 

Meeville himself unveiled to us much of the "hiritan gloom" of Hathorne, 

"the seek3r" of "Truth'. The "shock of recognisin'1- 2 Melv^le experienced 

on reading the elder writer's work led to an imimedate flowering of friend

ship when the two met on Au^gut 5, 1850* To Hawwhoorne Meeville bared his 

soxUL, and we have the moot direct and aiU.hentic account of the inner state 

of Melviile's mind in the formr's journal. The Salem wrier little knew 

what a great service he had done us by recording that visit MIvvI^Ii paid 

him in 1856 at his house outside Liverpool. Hawwhorne recalled:

1 Jay Leyda, The Portable Mellvile (New York, 1961), pp. 400-421, passim.

2 Raymond R’eeavr, Herman . .elvllle, Marner and Msbic (New York, 1961), 
pp. 335-336.

. . . Melvvile, as he always do^s, began to reason of 
Providence and futurity, and of everything that lies beyond 
human ken, and informed me that he had 'pretty much made 
up his mind to be annihilated'; but he does not seem to 
rest in that anticipation and, I think, wi^l never rest 
until he gets hold of a definite belief. It is strange how 
he persists — and he has persisted ever since I knew him, 
and probably long before — in weaiderinc to and fro over 
these deserts, as dismal and monotonous as the sandhills 
amid which we were sitting. He can neither believe, nor be 
comfootable in his unbbeief: and he is too honest and 
courageous not to try to do one or the other.-

1
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Like Hawthorne then, Melville in 1856 and actually for the rest of

his life, was "a seeker, not a finder yet". Deefp.te tie fact that he was

fully indoctrinated in the Caavinnitic be Lief of Innate Depravity and Original

Sin, he still could not help questioning the ubiqidty of evil and man's

overwhelming share of suffering. The conflict of doubts as recorded by

Hawthorne is more exppicitly dilated upon in a powteful outburst in Madd:

Yet vain our sunrises. Still vainer to say, that all 
MardiS is but a means to an end; that this life is a 
state of probation; tlat evil is but psrmtted for a 
terra .... Nay, nay. OroA delegates his sceptre to 
none; in his everlasting reign there are no intedlegmms; 
and Time is Eternity; and we live in Eternity not. Yet, 
some tell of a hereafter, wtere all the miseries of life 
till be over; and the sufferings of the virtuous recom
pensed. Oro is just, they say. — Then always, — now 
and evermore. But to make restitution I^jpI^ILis a wrong; 
and Oro can do no wrong. Yet what seems evil to us may 
be good to him. If he fears not, nor hopes, — he has no 
other passion; no ends, no purposes . . • and things that 
are, — have been, — will be.^

The obsession W.th the inexplicable existence of edl is evident in this

pessa^/e. Like all youths, Mllllle must have started life Wth hopeful

ideals. Hs initiation into evil shocked him into a kind of awakening,

and later encounters with hardship and cruelty only enhanced his awareness

of the preponderance of evil in the universe. Unlike the Tr^rlscenlelltaists,

he could not accept evil as a form of good nor could he believe that evil * 5

S Mrii s^ynbooiially represents the wirld li the took.

k Oro is the God in Mad.

5 Mred^ II, p. S59» a11 dlflrelcls t.o KelTdlhj's woir<, urdess 
otherwise stated, are to the standard Edition (16 volums, re-issued in 1963, 
by Russel & RusssU, Inc., New York). Volume numbbrs are omitted wiere they 
refer to the set. When a particular book appears in two volumes, like Mardi 
and Moby Dick, I have used capptal Roman numerals to indicate the individual 
volume, since p^i nation is not continuous.
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would eventually be absorbed into good. At the same time, he was not 

oblivious of the good, the touch of divine in man. The kindness and good

ness in human nature seem the maiiestation of a benevolent God in Whom 

he dearly wtnted to believe. Yet the evil pervading the universe, the 

human society, and the human soul, giving rise to underserved suffering, 

points to a mlignant God, or at moot, an indifferent God. Melville shrank 

from that thought. He saw hew the divine pninCLple was always tripped by 

the unexpected emergence of the demonic principle. All seemed blind Fate. 

But he could not deny that he also had fuLl possession of his will. It is 

the age-old question of Fixed Fate and Free Will. Though "rmyttries ever 

open into myyteries beyond"0, MelvilLl would not stop brooding them.

His books reveal to us the troubled state of his mind and open to 

us the infinite cliffs and guLfs of human m^tery and msery. Yet by these 

unceasing speculations about life and the universe, he sharpens our sensib

ility and brings us closer to the meaning and essence of life. This is the 

kind of intellectual satisfaction, if it can be called "satisfaction" at all, 

that we can extract from a reading of Melvvile's writings. It would be 

futile for any reader to look for the ultimate meshing of human life or a 

solution for these tormenting problems in his books.

6 Ibid.. II, p. 375.
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I agree with both Homs' and Watters that MorH., iloby ujck, and

Pierre can be read as a triOogy. There is a noticeable similarity of theme 

in aLl three — the quest for the Utiimte. The various stages in an intel

lectual quest can be traced in than. The three questers, Taji in 1-iearH, 

Ahab in Moby Dick, and Pierre in Pierre, scorning to stoop to stupid nec

essity and buoyed up by their visions, run Wth a will to utter ruin* To 

the genera gender, they are mere fools — fool of Truth, fool of Fate, and
r n r

fool o^ Virtue.7 8 Yet it is the very "foolishness 1 that raises th<m to a 

heroic stature. Thhir daring undertaking is the realization of the latent 

spark of aspiration in every man. We all, one time or other in our life, 

yearn to leap Hl human bounds and limitations, to attain the Ultimate — 

to grasp Truth, to destroy all evil, and to practise Hl virtue.

7 Gjorge C. Homs, "The dark Ain0!: The Tragedy of Hermon Melvvile", 
NE-£, V (1932), 699-730.

8 R. E. ’Waters, "Melvvile’s Wtaphyyics of Evvi", OTO, IX (1939-40), 
170-182.

The three books are then the records of ceaseless intellectual

quests: whether it is for the attachment of the Ide^a., as in the case of 

the youno mmriner, Taji, or for the annihilation of all amaice and evil in 

the universe as in the case of the experience-laden W^ha^iing captain, Ahab, 

or for the realization of the ult^cm^'te virtue as in the case of the "innocent", 

inexperienced idealist, Pierre. The careers of these questers form a kind 

of downward decline unti 1 it culminates in a negation of all values and 

hopes in Pierre.

9 Pierre, p. 4".
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In Mrdi, Melville is the narrator as well as the quester. There 

is the young, hopeful note at the beginning, which turns into r persistent, 

reckless yet defiantly exultant tone at the end. The whole is balanced by 

the change in the philosopher^abbalmja, a felOw quenter, who starts off 

with an aim simiar to Taai’s. B^a^t^aa^v^nja states:

"I am intent upon the essence of things . . . that which 
is beneath the suming . . . . I probe the centre; I seek 
to solve the iesc^utarall""O

BUt after the visits to the various isles when he has witnessed the evil 

that human beings inflict on each other, he realizes the imjpsssiblity of 

attaining the Ultimate and comproimses by acdp.ino the PenvUtimate.

Howeeir, even the PemU-timate that he accepts — the society on the island 

of ^renia — is only a Utopia and it is unconvincing.

Moby dick is the moot satisfyirg book among the three for we have 

Ishmaae's pjneerating meeaphysscal speculation serving as a kind of coranent- 

ary on Aihb’s demonic yet defiantly heroic effort to destroy what he considers 

the embodiment of all evil — tin White Whaae. It is Ishimi’^ wisdom 

acquired in the voyage of the Pequod that lightens the blackness of the 

"wicked" book. His wisdom of aimed n^t^trall’^try^ gives arlrece to the rhlme, 

and the reader's terriying experience of A^h^tj's fearfuL end is purged by 

Ishmael calm acceptance of the duality o^ good and evil in the universe 

as weH as in the human w^o^ld.

11 Cf. p. 72 in the present dissertation.

The peace of mind that Ishmael acquires in Moby Dick is entirely 

shattered by the nihilistic note in Pierre. PPerre's detn-m-nation to

Mnii., II, p. 36.
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champion Virtue to the utmcot ends in his discovery of the non-existence 

of either virtue or vice:

Look: a nothing is the substance, Lt casts one shadow 
one way, and another the other way; and these two 
shadows cast from one nothing; these, seemsto me, are 
Virtue and Vice. . . .**

It is the dartkest book among all of Mlville's. Iven the worldly wisdom

13advanced by PlinlLmon * is redolent of cold, sarcastic commnns from the 

narrator. His pamphlet can scarcely serve as a sort of balance to offset 

the hopeless futility of human effort.

Pierre, p. 312.

Cf. pp. 109-110 in the present dissertation.
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- ii -

As the central theme o^ the trioogy rests in the invisible, 

unemtxjdied realm of the soUL, Meeveile inevitably has to rely heanv.ly on 

symbolism as a means of cornimnicction. Beeides, symbolism is a principal 

function of the mind and symbol-making is a basic process in creative 

writing. To facilitate my Later discussion of the relationship between 

MeevVlle’s theme and symbols, I shall briefly survey his method of creating 

symbolism and imagery.

What is a symbol? The simpPest definition is that it is an outward 

sign of an inward stat-te^H ^ow is an outward sigp made to embody an idea 

in the wwrter’s mind? By depicting it with images; and an image is the 

creation o^ a sense imppession — not necessarily but frequently Visual. 

In Melvvile images are predomnaaely visual depictions. Symwlijm and 

imagery are then intricately merged to carry a specific me easing desired by 

the writer, though some symbols possess a menaning of their own and some 

images are mainly used for descriptive purposes.

In the creation of a symbol, a writer falls back on traditional 

associations to establish commuiccaion with the reader. First, there are the 

"primordial images" that seem to lie dormant in the memory of most people.^5

William York Tindaai, The Literary Symbol (Blssm.ntgtoa, 1962) p. 14,

15 Carl GGutav Juno, Psychooorgcal Types, translated by H. GoditfLn 
Birges (New Yo!k, 1926) pp. 601-610. Jung’s theory is discussed in Genevieve 
W. Foosee's "The Archetypal Imaoery o^ T. S. Eliot", PMLA, 60 (1945), p. 567: 
"The collective unconscious is only a p>sstbXlity, that p)sstbXllty in fact 
which from primoiridal times has been handed down to us in the definite fonm 
of mnemic images, or expressed in anatomical formations in the very structure 
of the brain. It does not yield innate ideas, but inborn p^sstiXiLties of 
ideas, which tlts set definite bounds to the most daring ph^t^ttsy. It provides
categories of phantasy activity, ideas a iriSIrL> as it were, the existence 
of which cannot be ascertained by expjriences."
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It takes the creative imagnatioi of a writer to conjure th<m up and, when 

put down on paper, the reader can easily recognize these adumOratinis of 

their unconncious, Then there are the comnonor associations currently used 

in literary writing, such as colour symbolism and syoOonic figures like the 

fair and dark ladies. Anotter source that a writer depends upon for sym^o- 

mikiig is his owi past expir-ences. This process of abstraction from personal 

experiences enables a writer to turn the traditional symbols into his own. 

Meeville also expands a symbol by surrounding it wth m^nor ones. Thus, the 

meaning of his symbols often becomes complex.

khat is his way of convvrtiig an imane into a symbol? G^e^ie'ra.ly 

there are three processes involved. First, by the mire repetition of an 

image, the writer may lVrllds be charging it with a muciig existing in his 

mnd, For example, in "Bb rile by the Scrlisier,,, MoIlHIs goes to excessive 

length to describe the environment of the office on "aoU 3tiest". At one 

end the chambers Look upon the whhte wIIL of the interior of a spacious 

sky-light shift, penetrating the building fro^m top to bottom. At the other 

end, the windows command an ucobbtructed view of a lofty brick waai, which 

is pushed up within ten feet of the window panes. When BBriPeby joins the 

staff, he is placed in a aimer of the room, and screened off from the rest 

of the office. The symtopic m^nniiig of the wall — menial enclosure and 

isolation — is expHcit to the most obtuse rud^ir.

The second method i s by s:aphaaiziin certain chhrarttsi3tlcs of an 

image. One lrnm.n(llt example is the white colour of the jacket ii the book 

the title of which is derived f'nm this particular image. Its sing^Lar 

colour distinguishes it from the mmCey-jackets of the other sailors.
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The great pain the narrator takes to sew in the numerous podcets to store 

away his proppi'ties intensifies its sy^t^c^o:^c implications.

I proposed, that not only should my Jacket keep me 
warm, but that it should also be so constructed as 
to contain a shirt or two, a pair of trousers, and divers 
knick-knacks — sewino utensils, books, biscuits, snd 
the like. With this o^;Je^1t, I had accordinoly provided it 
with a great variety of pockets, pannries, cloth-presses, 
and cupboairis.

The principal apartments, two in numbbr, were placed in the 
skirts, with a wide, hospitable entrance from the inside; 
two more, of smaL.tr capacity, were planted in each breast , 
with folding-doors comamuicaaino, so that.in case of emer
gency, to accommodate any bulky articles,.the two pockets 
in each breast could be thrown into one.*°

From the whhte colour of the Jacket emerges the idea of the weeaer's 

"innocence" and lack of experience; and its unique structure and usaoe 

indicate his desire for isolation.

The third way i3 to place the image in a situation chared with 

symbolic maning. The "Spirit Spout" appearing after a long fruitless 

pursvu.t of the whale confine in a way Aho's accusation of Moby Dick's 

deliberate maHce. It acts as a lure for the already demonic Ahab. 

Bee ides, its beino first af^ed by Feda!!^, himssef a symbol of the em

bodiment of the evil in Ahab, illustrates one of Melvvile's symbOlc 

intensions in respect of Moby D^<ck, that he is an aoe^lt of evil that some

times entraps ti^1^mi.a natures like Aiab and mdes him a fool of Fate.

This analysis of symbol-making has reduced a creative process into 

a aeeaeaical one, and unfortunately I have to resort to this device in my 

White Jacket, p. 44.
16

smaL.tr
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present dissertation. It is culpable, yet also unavoo.dabb.e, as I have 

to show how BIvvIIi's symbols are outward sitns of his inward state. 

Hcowevr, thia does not mean that he was a deliberate symbliit; far from 

that he was often not conscious of havino projected a spjcial significance

17onto a ii^ure, an object, or an incident. His use of symbolism is only

a mesons to an end, not the end itself.

17
In a letter to Mrs. Haawhome, McIvvHi stated: "....your 

allusion for example to the 'Sppiit Spout' first showed to me that there 
was a si^tle si„il^acaicl in that thino — but 1 did not, in that case, 
mean it. I had some vaoue idea wnnie witing it, that the whole book was 
susceptible of an allegoric c^r^n^ttruclion, and also that parts of it were — 
but the speciality of many of the particular subordinate allloOrilt, were first 
revealed to mi, after reading Kr. Haawhoorie's letter, which, without citing 
any particular exammpes, yet intimated the part-and-pfarill alllborliaLnltt 
of the wt-hoe." (Jay Leyda, The Portable Melyvile, pp 455-456.)
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- ill -

My prind-pal purpose is to deraoonsrate how the quest theme starts 

Off in Mard, with Taji whose goal has no definiteness except that it is 

a vision of the Ideal, by the attaniment of which he thinks he can have 

cmppete Happ-ness, and then is divided into two diameeticOLly opp^oi-te 

pursiUts. From iaji's confrontation with evil in the society and Us vague 

awareness of it in himself there mnmrges an Ahab who is obsessed w.th evU 

and turns evil. He attempts to attain his Idea., which has become a 

monomotia, by pursing Moby Dick, who to him is both the principle and 

agent of evil. His is a negative way of achieving the Ideal, the Ultimate. 

Pierre takes on a positive measure by chtmphoning Virtue. The quests all 

end in futility with the annihilation of the quueters.

Throughout this trilogy, Mev^;il^e’s interpretation of the universe — 

a duellstic concept of jood and evil — is patent in the adumrations of 

the quest theme and in the sets of sypPcO.s. H.s exfooitions as wee.1 as 

conclusions point to the fact that eidl is an integral part of the cosmos. 

He shows he* all natural events, a.. human relationships, and Hl dissen

sions within the human soul, spring, from the warrin^ of the divine and the 

demonic principle.

I propose to deal with character typology as the imaor focus for 

this duH-Stic symbolism. These characters are either representative 

types from society or both alive and allegorical figures, serving as 

projections of the dualism in the nature of the hero. The patterns of

symbol, simple but nascent in Hardi become complex in * -oby -Ack and

ambiguous in Pierre. The crpphLeXty in Moby Dick arises from M^vTiL^e's 

awwreness of the tpbrlgUty and irreconiCliabrli y of the apparent good- 
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llcl--3viLL. In pursuing the mbOL.gU.ty further in Pierre. he creates con

fusingly fluctuating symbboic characters.

His symtols are either distinctive sets with polar values or

contain dufUstic mun-ngs in themselves. I shall detl lengthily with the 

unique Meelilll$n symbol with sllf-cintailld poiltivl and moati-ve values — 

the wile colour symbblism.



I

MARDI

-i-

Though diverse in their interpretations of the symbolism and 

allegory in Mardi, critics have been unanimous in their condemnation 

of its structure. R. r. Blackmur accuses Melville of writing sermons 

rather then novels and states thst he "made only the loosest efforts 

to tie his sermons into his novels; he was Auite content if he could 

see that his novels illustrated his sermons and was reasonably content 

if they did not.1 2’1 Newton Arvin sees it as "a whaling story gone wrong. 

F. 0. Matthiessen^ blames the disorganized structure on the artificial 

symbols, for he believes that they killed the allegory, for^ettin^ that 

Melville paid little attention to the difference between symbolism and 

allegory anyway. Milton R. Stem feels that ’’the whole mass sinks out 

of sight in a sea of botched construction, hashed action end artificially

1 "The Craft of Heiman Melville", VJi, XIV(1938), p.281.

2 "Melville's Mardi". A^ 11(1950),pp. 71-81.

- American Renaissance (New York, 1941), pp« 377-390.

13
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shifting islands of narration.” Moshovvr, they all feel fully Justified

in discrediting Maadi, by citing proofs of Meevvile’s own dissatisfaction 

with the work. Mien asked to give his opinion o^ Jean Paul Rchher’s Titan, 

A Roimnce, he replied: "The worst thlnt, I can say about it is that it is a 

little better than ^^8tha.-tHe entertained little hope o^ its being read 

when he presented to Evert Diurckinck a three-voume British first ed-tlon 

with the leaves uncut. Accomjpnyinb the gift was a letter revealing Me lriHe's 

gloomy view of the book’s future in which he likened it to a "rild, imyUc 

Mormon” driven forth into "the sheeterless erilee’^He compared it to an 

aloe, which, if it flowered by some riracle, would only do so a hundred 

years later. Howwver half-hearted the prediction had been, it was carried
7

out by Merrrll Davis around a hundred years later. Davis achieved an 

enormous piece of w^rk by marshaling all the possible source ^aerials and 

brought order out of chaos by dividing the book into three tectlsat: 

(1) The Naaratlve BBrg.lnaiag; (2) The RM^aantlc Interlude; (3) The Travelogue 

Sal, ire. bUaorttUlately, he only briefly hinted at the sym^Hc me«aiing of 

place, person, action and speech. Disorganized and iacsnaSttrat as the 

symbolism is in this long work, it is stdll extremely revealing as far as 

^ev^:il<^ls mind is concerned and forms the first of the triSoiy — Eterdj, 

Moby Dick, and Pierre.

The Fine Hamwe^red Steel of Herman Meevelle, (Urbana, 1957), p. 68.

5 Eleanor Me^rile Me^clf Herman aeevelle, Cycle and Epi-cycTe 
(Cltnaxia,gr, Mas., 1953), p. 75, as quoted in Ml ton R. Stem, The Fine 
Ht’wwrrrd Steel, p. 66.

6 Ibid., p. 66.

1 Melvell.ett Mard: A Chariess Voyage (New Haven, 1952).
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No mtter wtet condemning judgment McI-vHi himself had heaped on 

the work, the failure of which had caused immense pain to his tlniitlvl mind 

and worry to his financial position, we must not neglect the fact that he had 

darkly hinted at '’its higher pur^pw^’esi^e was also aware of the wildness 

of the whole structure; he tried to explain it away by confessing: ". . • 

some of us scribblers ... always have a certain something unmanageable in
. Q

us that bids us to do this or that, and be done it muut — hit or mis." z 

This he stressed abain in his letter to Haawhome after having iOffPetld 

Moby Jick; '"Wat I OiiI moved to write, that is banned, — it will not pay.

Yet, altogether, write the other way I canon^o^^ So Hke Lornmardo witing 

Kootanza, KIvvI^Ii went right on; "and so doing, got deeper and deeper into 

^mms^; and like a resolute traveller, plungino through baffling woods, at 

last was rewarded for his touch," joyously proclaiming, "I’ve created the 

creative 1 "" It is the voyaging of his splc^U.&tivl mLnd that we are following 

when reading Maacd. Now viewed in the perspective of all his works, it is

illustrative of Melville's litllleitual and spiritual life w.th all its 

restless ioniOiitt, unceasing questionings and illlitllts searchings. AAWst- 

icaUy speaking, its blatantly artificial and fluctuating symbolism and in

cessant bursts of plallosoplalcaL discourses are admittedly unpardonable 

blem-ishh^ ;s; yet it is a prelude to MMbyy-Dck's faultless blending of the 

11 Marrii, II, p. 326.

Ibid., p. 225, letter to Richard Berkley, June 15, 1849.

9 Ibid., p. 215, letter to John Muray, Kirch 25, 18418.

10 Jay Leyda, The Me^lle Log (New York, 1951), I, p. 412, 
KIi^vLLLi to Haart-hoorne, June 1?, 1851.
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narrative of natural experience with eelaphiyScr1 sp^ccU..atirls. There the 

"banast" of cetilrgicrl ealeld.ll only intensifies the 3ymbbric Meann^.

As this work enters the "shadowy realms" of unconsciousness — and 

18^11 s "world of mind" is neither simple nor unified — it would be most 

difficult to draw the themes from its present structural disirglnizlti.in. 

Howler, once the various levels are separated from each other and the 

individual tales are traced through, we can find the same pattern of themes 

that runs through his other works. In my study of Marii, I have fol.^^wed 

Stern's division of the book. It was derived, I believe, from Ddivis’s; but 

it has the meeit of directing our attention to the sym^oic quest of Tsai. 

Stern found three parallel tales: (1) the introductory "flctull" stories 

that take place in the "real" woolds of Arcturion, the Chumoos, and the Parkk; 

(2) Tt11’s story, the TTai-ilutil-Yl1lli quest, which takes place in the 

syoboOic world of Maid; and (S) ^abbalm ja’s and Media's story, wiich is

1 p symbboic and allegorical, and which takes place everywhere and nowhere.

As my present aim is to show the recurrent theme in Melville's trioogy 

— the human mind in its quest for Truth, the HiIL, the Ultimate — I sh^.1 

only seek to stress the symbboic figures and actions that unvvil the vista 

of the luueser’s mind and his inner self. The narrative section about the 

visits to the geograph^a! and allegorical islands is merely used as an 

excuse for philosophical discourses or poitical and social satire. It need 

not be gone into. Noether should we be detained by the puzzling problem of 

what actual coiuinries the geographical islands represent; suffice to say that

^2 Mlton R. Stem, The Fine Haimiered ^te^^1, p. 68« 
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they ware inserted after the comoPetlon of the general cnnitiuctini of the 

book. The islands, taken from a recognisable worla, only satirically illus

trate the mai-of-war behaviour patterns which preclude Y.^LLah. The repetition 

with which Meevills says that YilVah is not here is the method by wh.ch he 

ties the berbralhical islands to the symOoric quest. AAnhttedly, his confusion 

of realistic a-d allegorical techniques causes structural disruption end maces 

the narrative "chhailsss". Howeevr, if we anaLyze the book with Stem's 

division of the tales i- Mi-d and trace the quest accordingly, we can work 

out a con-sate-t voyage, wlhch Humi-ates the restless mind of a-y intellect 

seeking to understand the crmoPvJd.ty of Life ana the whole l-lgoa of human 

exists-cs.
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- ii -

Before with the detailed analysis of the theme and symbol-sm

in Madd, I shall oive a resinS of the Story in order to facilitate later 

rtftrtnat3.

The protagonist in MeraC, as in Typee-Omoo, is the Seeker, whose 

name is assumed after he is deeply involved in the adventures of his Journey 

— Taai, dt.'mi-gld o^ one of the Madian islands, Hooweer, he first appears 

as a common seaman aboard the wittier Arcturion, secretly aeoosint a comrade 

and making plans for deserting ship. The moOiee for doing, 30 is his dis

satisfaction with the stale life on board, his desire for attaining a vague 

visionary gojOL of happiness, and a brim determination not to sail north 

where the Arcturion is heading after the change of plan. He escapes with 

Jarl the Viking in one of the wihling boats. Thus begins a series of ad

ventures. The first eicounier is with two South Sea Islanders, Samoa and 

Anatoo, occupying a ship, Parkk. This incident ends with the wrecking of 

Park! and the drowning of Armntoo.

The second adventure begins when the three survivors, Jarl, Taai, 

and Samoa, drifting on the oattn, meet a raft. On it is a beauuiful ^1^^ 

named Yillte, who is being carried as a 3101^’1x1 to a religious ceremony. 

Spurred by indignation, Taji slays the old prie^^t, Aleema, who is standing 

guard over the tent sheltering Yllah. He saves the mi.ati from the islanders. 

With the possession of Yi-lah, Taji enjoys a brief period of bliss, a real

ization of his visionary happiness. Howwevr, after haWno installed Yllah 

in a bower in Odo, one of the isles in Madi, Taji finds his ideal vision 

of perpetual perfect happiness shattered by the sudden <aisaipeartice of 
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Yillah. 01^113^ to accept the lr3s, Tsai sets out on an encdLess search 

for her.

Taji’s quest begins in Odo, where he lost Yllah but gained the 

king, Media (also a de^ii-gt^d), as companion in his search. They are ac

companied by three attendants: Braid-beard, the historian, Babrraanja, 

the philosopher, and Yoomy, the pset. The questing party mikes a grand 

tour of Maarld. The narrative here gives away to philosophical discourses 

and satirical presentations of some contemporary situations.

The search for the elusive YHL-ah is only kept up by the recurring 

appearance of the three messengers from Hauula, a dark LtLiatllke queen, 

who tries to lure Taji to her isle and a life of sensually. At the same 

time he is pursued by the three sons of ALeema. Fina-ly, in sheer despair 

he turns to Haauia’s isle, hoping to find Yil-ah there. Yet the visit to 

Flozella, Haauta’s domin, only resu-ts in a dramaHc struggle to resist 

the sensual tllueeoent8 of Hauia. Ta,ji emrges fiom it trumphant but he 

is also given a shocking revelation of the death of lillah. Unndlling to 

accept this, he still turns his prow toward the open sea.
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- iii -

we are offJ The courses and topsails are set: «...
But whence and whhther wend ye, maaimers? On a cruise 
for the whale, whose brain endgdens the wood.13

13 Mrrii, I, p. 1 (unddeldirng mne).

1^ Moby Pick p. 7.

13 Moby Dick II, pp. 37“38.

16 toby Dick II, Chhpper LKX, 'The ■Splhyu"’.

1^ toby Dicl^ I, p. 14 * 169»

Significantly, Mrai opens symbblically with the archetypal image 

of a voyage, but embbeiished with Melvide's singular myyhic symbol — a 

whaling cruise, Whsaiing cruises, now that we have Melville's other writing 

to fall back upon for an elucidation of their symbboic mmeming, are assoc

iated with quests for truth, for things remooe, They are supposed to open 

the "flood-^ates of the wonder world."^T Thugh we cannot be sure whether 

Mellvile had Moby Dick in mind when he said "the wwhle" here, yet we can 

certainly have a better understanding of its significance when we consider 

Aih^a^'s apostrophe to the black and hooded head of a sperm wl^a-e, hoisted 

against the ship's mat after it has been severed from the body:

Speak, thou mighty head, and tell us the secret thing 
that is in thee, Of all divers, thou hast divest the 
deepeet. The head upon widch the setting sun now 
gleams, has moved amid this whole wword's foundations.^

If this "Sphhin""^ ever opens ds mouth d wdl endgden our hum^ 

mind. Taji as a quest figure for Truth is further e^pha^ed when his other

17aheraaCeed3tia3 are displayed. He is an "isolato", an intellectual isolato,

for he finds the ship's company dull and that no soul is a magnet to his.
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He even cannot "talk se-tlme-t and p]eiVrtolhy" with the Ccp^i-. Despite 

the exubbei.it cant on "8scialrll”,■"®hit comradeship w.th Jarl does not 

satisfy the ysai-l^-g of his m.nd: Life for him must be more than a mere 

eXistsics of daily’ work. Lifers it is, is a waalte of time. He cannot 

endure the ttllsistt a-d wesriie^t, not when the hope of a more ideal state 

of being is taken away. When the ship changes its original pLa- of wwaaiig, 

he lonoldllely protests: "It's very hard to carry me off this way to purg- 

at.rrs. I shipped to go slseWhsrI"19 The objection ls curlous, though in 

its very strange-ess Vies the tig-ificaics.

18 Mai,(1*, 1 * P* 14.

19 Ibjd.. I, p. 5.

20 Ibid.. pp. 7-3.

For other isfsrsicst to the Weet, see elso Llardi, I, pp. 3, 5,
12, 21, 44; Hr di, II, p. 355.

Where was he shipped to Oo the-? Certainly -ot to purgatory, as he 

had said. Then it must be heaven. In his vision at the ooritelad, he re

veals his as]liirtlri:

The entire wweier- horizon piled high with faoVd and 
crimson clouds; airy arches, domes and mi^iar^e,3; as 
if the yellow Monnise sun were settiio behind some 
vast A.hai^t^x^a. Vistas seemed Leading to worlds beyond. 
To and fro, and all over the towers of this Nineveh in 
the sky, flew troops of birds, Waat^t^iing them long, one 
crossed my sight, flew through a Low arch, and was lost 
to view. My spprit muut have sailed in with it; for 
directly, as ii a trance, came upon me the cadlncl of mid 
biHows Laving a beach of shells, the wavi^ of boughs, and 
the voices of madens, and Lulled beatings of ray dissolved 
heart, aH bleidi-n together.10

I- this passage we have all the hints for the development of the
21

whole 'juuis-. Firstly, there is the symbol of the Waes, the direction * * * * * 

exubbei.it
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that TaJi is so lislstlit that the AActurion should take. It is connnoative 

of the destination of every earthly sojourner. For the mmuliple mmanings 

of the Wet we have Melville's own exaltation:

Wes,, k’eet I Wees,, WeetI Whtherward point Hope and 
propphe-finders; wiitierward, at sunset, kneel m 
worshippers of fire; whitherward, face all the Moslem 
dead in Persia; wtitheiwrrd lie Heaven and HeH! — 
wet, Weet! WWatNerward mankind and emmpres — flocks, 
caravans, armies, navies; woolds, suns, and stars all. 
wendl — W'eet, Weet! — Oh boundd-ess boundary! 
Eternal rcal! ... Unattainable forever; but forever 
l^ing to dri^i^<t t-Wn^s tills s^e of the r^^^,22 23

22 Mrid, II, p. 27°.

23 HcIvvile’s Orient. (New Haven, 1961), p. 192 .

On the factual level of the story, he carefully locates his Knjsimil

Isles in the Weet, and they become the symboic centre of the destination 

for which Taji jumps ship and are kept persistently in front of the reader.

Secondly, in the references to Alhambra and Nineveh, WIvvIIi is

actually preparing us for tie ldlntiflirtioi that tie narrator of the 

story is join to assume in tie latter pat of tie story. TtJ1, according 

to Dorothea Finkelstein, is a name from a Persian source. It is derived

23 from a Persian word for ii•btn,"TTr"• ' The Mardians took him for the sun-

dod. otrriieVy enough, this has two "linked airLo<bllt" to the story. The 

sun is "omr OiIoow voyager" to tie wwet; it also has a creative as wwI-L as 

a destructive force. The creative lies in the YUlal vision, the destructive 

is rfaifastli in tie murder of Aleema as wwll as the death of Jarl and Samoa, 

and finally tie vanishing of Yillai may be rttrbbutld to this alnn.hhlrtiig 

trait.
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There is another recurrent symbol woven into this vision; the 

singling out of the bird tiiat crosses Taji’s si^ht and disappears from view. 

This is the milk-white bird that Aleema oives to Yillah as her companion 

and with its whiteness it becomes a projection of the divine in her.

Neither should we overlook the "impure11 element in this otherwise 

supernal picture; Taji’s sensual side is seen in the erotic elementi of 

the scene. The celestial is mixed with the terrestrial, the spiritual with 

the sensual. It is a Polynesian touch of l&vin^ billows, waving boughs 

and the dissolving effect of maiden voices.

Pierre, p. 483.

25 Mardi, I, p. 29. Arcturion was later sunk in a storm.

The quester believes, as a human being, he has sijied for heaven 

and will gain it "by escalade if need be. So regardless of responsibil

ities or consequences, he will abandon the Arcturion. He acquits himself 

of any impeachment of the legalities by imputing the initial wrong to the 

Captain who would be detaining him unlawfully if he insisted on Taji’s 

staying with the ship after the change of the plans. Nevertheless, Taji, 

scorning the conditions of human existence as symbolized by life on board 

the Arcturion, has to steal and pilfer from it to help him to achieve his 

ideal. He places his individual aspiration above his commitment to society 

and humanity. Though he waives any guilt resultinc from this act of de-

25sertion, he still "cannot repress a shudder" whenever he thinks of the 

ship's end. Taji is immature psychologically, as he never examines his 

motives, and more often than not he overrides any moral prompting by
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insisting on his own '’ri0hteousness", or by appealing to appearances.

No matter what exciuses he has, it is evident that the real mootvating

force is his selfish will.

Jarl is a victim of TtH's Wil. On the pretext of "sociality",

Taji e^j^l^oi_ts Jarl’s loydLty with ^1^.101X1^ disinterestedness, Jarl 

is a representative of the common man. His other name, Skyeman, is an 

indication of his divine beneaaioy:

Jarl hailed from the Isle of Skye, one of the con
stellated HHebides, .... And though he was far 
from being piratical of soUL, he was yet an old 
Norseman to behold .... Thy ancestors were Vikinas, 

. . . are now quafflno mead in the halls of
Vvalaal<a.26

Neither nas Jarl any idea of his age, "Man and boy, I have lived ever since

1 can reme^mber"2' His agelessness ciAs another facet to his syratooic role

that of his being one of gener-1 hunanety. So is his language, because 

he speaks "a world’s language",

Now in old Jarl’s lirgo there was never an idiom. 
Yoiur aboriginal tar is too much of a crsmororltnn 
for that. Long commanionship w.th seamen of Hl 
tribes; ’•-laelll-men, Annlo-saxons, Chhlos, Lascars, 
and Danes, wear away in good tme all your mother 
tongue st^ammrii^!^^. You sink your clan; down 6oes 
your nation . . . ,2^

Though hLs illiteaacy, ignorance, and his hollow moody silence

clearly indicate his mnndessness, Were are other icmmpeeaaiig virtues

that encbw him w.th a dignity of his own. He is like the "Leech Garnierer"

26 Ibid., I, p. 13.

27 Ibid.

28 Ibid., I, p. 14.
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in Wolrlaswlth's poem; but uifortunately Taji is not a transcend dentH st 

and his association with Jarl cannot enable him to see into "the life of 

things." The dkyemma's virtues of honesty, simpiicity and industry only 

link him closer to the foolishly simple eumaaity of the workaday woold. 

It is Jarl who is always aonatrnta with the demands of human t.Xisttiae. 

He makes a secure hiding place for tn compass to use on charlleas

waJidaring, keeps track of t^Lme by cutting a daily notch in his oar handle,

suggests that they row in case of a culm, foregoes chewing tobacco to lessen

his thirst. He exhhbits the common human trait of supperti^^ when he 

thinks the pilot fish are a good omen and that the Park! is a ghost ship

piloted by spectres. There is in him the paattiati8tia instinct to ring

a bat, o^ coins to find out whether they are Oold coins and also to store 

them away. In these iistaiats, he is like old Jim in M^jrk Twaan's Huckle

berry Finn.

Possessed of human virtues ana practical instincts, Jarl cannot 

carry these into action for the good of Taji. In the company of a man of 

will, he becomes a mere tool. When Samoa was clamorous for a meeting with 

the raft, Jarl, as if he had a prtpplition of the tiS1ULiJ catastrophe, 

"was teerse" but made no active intervention. He is TOorUy ineffectual 

and in relenting to TajJ's will becomes a sharer of the latter's crime. 

Howwevr, his mndaes3itss absolves him from any ouilt and his death is not 

a retributive act of justice but an illustration of Me'^il^e's fcrim aware

ness of man'3 inescapable cor^pLli^j^'ty in the great act of human tragedy 

whether he is virtuous or villainous. Above all, Jarl's death marks the 

direction that Taj's pooliomnnia^aL quest is taking him. The latter's selfish 
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motive of leaving his "chummy" behind to prevent the sons of Aleema from 

stirring up the people of Borabolla against him turns Jarl into a substitute 

to shoulder his guilt temporarily.

Samoa is Jarl’s primitive counterpart. He represents the other 

half of our "joint-stock"2^ humanity. He is all action and violent action 

too. If Jirl is Starbuck minus intellect, Samoa is Flask. He is entirely 

lacking in sensitivity. He can even be impervious to the excruciating pain 

of amputation. This physical insensitivity is symbolic of his moral dead

ness. He is as limited and incomplete as Jarl. Melville creates this figure 

without an arm to indicate Samoa’s role. He poses a seemingly ridiculous 

question to drive the point home:

^9 Moby Dick, II, p. 43.

30 Mardi, I, p. 89.

31 Ibid.

Now, which was bamoa? The deaa arm swinging high as
Haman? Or the living trunk below? ..as the arm severed 
from the body, or the body from the arm'”™

And as he is afraid that the reader would mis3 the implication, he answers 

by saying, "For myself, I ever regarded damoa as but a large fragment of a

31man, not a man complete." The Polynesian’s incomplete tattoo is another 

symbolic device to amplify this view of Samoa the half-man.

In his style of tattooing, for instance, which seemed 
rather incomplete; his marks embracin& but a vertical 
half of his person, from crown to sole; the other side 
bein6 free from the sliohtest 3tain. Thus clapped 
together, as it were, he looked like a union of the 
unmatched moieties of two distinct beings; . . . .-i2

•*2 Ibid., I, pp. 112-113.
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Though Samoa is a prcmLtCie in his actions anc emMons, he is still linked 

to eulbbnity by the possession of a soul. Taji nwkes special reference to it: 

But there was one feature in Lamo a beyond the reach
of the innovations of art: — his eye; which in 
civilized man or savage, ever shines in the head, 
just as it shone at birth .... my Islander had a 
soul in his eye; looking out upon you there^ like 
somebody in him. hhat an eye, to be sure I-'-'

Jarl and Samoa, a European and a Polynesian, fom the CidCsheiable, 

healthy, common, working humanLy to which queeters like Taai can never 

belong. The Taji at the beginning of the story still realized the inter

relationship of all eu!■nbrnty and the need of "soocality" even in a quest 

of the ideal. Howwevr, wen he has attained the Ideal, at least tem^or^ly, 

with the help of Samoa and Jarl, he finds little use for them. Taji secludes 

himself with Yillah on an island, away from the rumanland, a symbol of human

ity. Jarl still mant^ns his loyalty by building his wigwam on the shore, 

facing Taji’s retreat. Later, despite Jarl’s mute bbssaTe to him, Taji 

went on to his second quest without him. The subsequent death of the Islender 

and the Skyeman symtooizes his severance from eunbnnty and his deliberate 

renunciation of the cTncdtcTis of human existence. The ultmate futility 

of his ,ueat in this world is thus inevitable.

33 Ibid., I, p. 113.
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- iv -

Now having shown how Taji as quester in his relationship with the 

outer world of creation first abandons rsspoosSiilltiss of the world and 

later cults himsslf from all hunaanty, I wish to trace the story of his 

inner life, his delusory possession of the Ideal, its change and disappear

ance and his reckless pursiU-t to recover it. But I must hasten to add that 

there is no clear-cut division between the outer life and inner life as 

these fora one entity in the full existence of mn.

Taji’s first view of the raft carrying Yillah is remniscent of his 

vision from the Arc turion masthead, espjcially so when preluded by a nine 

days’ calm and heralded by the appearance of a noddy upon the peak of Parki’s 

sail. The whole incident of Samoa’s attempt to capture it is an orM-nous 

rehearsal of Tai's seizure of Yillah. In snatching at the snow-whhte 

plumage of the noddy, Samoe only succeeds to secure three tsilfSeathsrs 

while the bird soars away with a scream. Tai's Yillah also leaves him 

with the whhte curses of the three sons of Aleema. The showers of plumage 

from the mlk-white noddies intercepting their first view of the vessel 

creates the illusion of the appearance of a bird sailing towards them. 

Taji must have felt some inner promppings that urged him to find ou, by 

craft and threat, the object of the voyage. Upon learning that a '’beaaSifsl" 

maiden is being carried to be offered as a sacrifice to the gods of Tedaidee, 

Tai's soul is imneediaely stirred towards the invisible victim and he is 

ready to drown for her. In actual fact he has to kill to release her. As 

the red blood of the slain priest taints the oreen sea waaer, Tai for a 

moment is smdtten by remorse:
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, * . and like ligateieg I asked m^lf, w^h^e^l^c^r, the 
death deed I had done was sprung of a virtuous mooive, 
the rescuing of a captive from thrall; or wither 
beneath that pretence, I had engaged in this fatal 
affray for some other, and selfish purpose; the com- 
p^^nsft^ of a "beautiful maid.34 35 36 37

34 Ibid., p. 157.

35 ibid.

36 iGirdon Hale GetrJuld, The Patterns of Em>lieh and Amman Fiction 
(Biston, 1942), p. 355, as quoted in Tyrus H^ll^way, "TTli’e ^uest for Certainty", 
A L, XVHI (1946-k947), 29, footnote 13.

37 Raymond Weeavr, Herman Meevvile; Mainer and Mssic, p. 27'9.

If he could be truthful to himself and realize the Lm^prseiSiity of a pure

mottve, he woiHC not be such a reckless nonomnniac in the purssu-t of an

at^l^aaiment of the Abssoute. Yet he refuses to examine his ieitetioe and

to accept his own crnmpiccty of eivi. So he assumes a mask irlircence to

himmelf as wen as to the wodd: "Bit throttling the thought, I swore to 

be gay, am I not rescuing the maiden?"35

nilah as a symbol has "endless significances" and has incited

colueless ieterareiltioee, from a limp critccssm of "an LlldiefeneC esnbol"36 

to the entirely biographical explanation of the "faded tcseasl"'Srf Melviile’s 

pleeire for Elizabeth Shaw. Howevvr, as a successful symbol should be fluid 

in meaning, I find in her the "link analogies" of manic, Imyiarocical and 

even anthropological elemene3.

we muut try to explore the name symbolism. According to

DDrothee Fiikeesteie, it has an Arabic crnneOatirn as has Taai-e. It is

derived from the Mohammedan name of Allah. In their invocation of faith,
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the Islamic devotees murmur ''La-llaha ills-Hah"' and the way they place 

the different stresses renders the pronmcCation "yil-lah". Besides, the 

miiden dwells in Arddar and the Arabic meanin^, for "/.rd 1 is aoimCry."'? 

Though we cannot go so far as to say that Yillah is God, with her many 

associations Wth symbols of divinity, she is nevertheless a symbol of the 

divine absolute. 8he is White and her Wihlteness is a sipn of joyousness - - 

and other-eerrdliclsa. The W^hlte bird that Aluma oives to keep her company 

like most of the birds that appear in Ma rd! and MelvVlle's other eerks, has 

a touch of the divine. The only interest Yillah shoes towards the iikyeman 

is the latter's unusual and rmern-nfcful tattoo:

She betrayed much surprise at my Vikina's appearance. 
But most of all was struck by a hherntheltstih device 
upon the aim of the econdefiul. mariner — our baviour on 
the cross, in blue; with the crown of thorns, and three 
drops of blood in vermilion, fallino one by one from 
each hand and foot.4c

To substantiate all this, there is the story of her birth and origin:

She declared herself more than mootal, a ma.den from 
OrosSia, the Island of DoHghts, someweere in the para
disiacal archipelago of the Polynesians. To this isle, 
ehhle yet an infant, by some musical power, she had been 
spirited from Amnn, the place of her nativity. Her name 
eas YlHah. And hardly had the eeters of Oiriolia eashed 
ehi-te her olive skin, and tinned her hair eth gold, ehen 
one day strolling in the ex^c^d^la^c^s, she eas snared in the 
tendrils of a vine. Draeino her into one of its boeers, 
it o^tly tnmfoorand her into one of its blossoms, leaving 
heir consmous soil fo].ded up -c the transparent ^ea^.^

38 Melville's Oriscda, pp. 203-212.

39 Ibid*

4° Mtdi. p. 171.

41 Ibid., I, pp. 159-160.
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Oroolia ia simply another version of heaven as the Mardian God is called 

Oro. The baptism is a removal of hwuanity. when Yillah is ensnared by 

the tendrils of a vine, it is her essennial spirit, her conscious soul 

that is tranfooraed into a blossom. It is her imnorral and divine faculty, 

pure and unvitiated, minus her animal being.

Meeville wants to create an absolute of innocent purity in her. 

That is why all kinds of mrt-hs are eclectically suggested. She is mi irked 

by the rose-pearl, pink and whhte. The hue of the heavenly flower which 

ensnared the essence of Yillah was rose; the shell which conducted the 

essence from the shores of heaven to the world was a "pearly casket". 

Her name is also an anagram of "lily" and the memnings for rose are fully

explained by Dante in his letter to Can Gx*ande: "It is a figure of heaven, 

the body of CChist, the Vir^n; siu^ests by quaHty and shape a vision of
IO

order and beatitude."^ The pearl is a symbol of ide;a.ity, innocence and 

purity. So the rose is a symbol of "Yillah's disembodied spiritual state

44in heaven." Yillah is an ethereal object, at once other-worldly, pure,

ideal and absolute. Taji, in his quest of the Ideal, objeecifies his 

ma^veting predisposition into her and seizes her as his own She is the 

realization of his vision from the Arcturion masthead, the object of his 

quest. No wonder he says: "In rescuing the bentle Yillah from the hands 

of the Islanders, a de3iji seemed acccrpli3Vid.'’4a He has yearned for

42 Merrrei Davvs, "The Flower SyntHo-ism in Maar^j.", MUN, II (1942), p. 628.

Willim York TindaH, The Literary symbol, pp. 29-30.

44 Milton H. Stern, The Fine Ham-amred Steel, p. 111.

45 Ma-di, I, p. 165.
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this state of divine existence so much that he can even conjure up a former 

existence which they had shared:

• . • shook we not the palm tree together, and chased 
we not the rolling nuts down the olen? Did we noil 
dive into the grotto on the seashore, and come up to
gether in the cool caves in the hill? • . • • Think of 
the tme when we ran up and down in our arbour, where 
the green vines grew over the great ribs of the stranded 
whhle . . . over the wide watery world have I sought thee; 
from isle to isle, from sea to sea.

Though on the narrative level it is a lie that Taji used to quell Yillah’s 

alam and bewilderment, on the symx>lic level it is a picture of his wish

ful dream of heaven before the FaH.

In his idyllic state Taji luxjriates, unintentionally staining this 

spiritual essence wth the sensual desires of the animality in him. Howevvr, 

he is still oblivious of the fact that the actualization of ideality is 

imposible in this natural wwold. Once it is humanized and actualized, it 

loses its pure spiritual essence. The tragedy with Taaj's suicidal quest 

for the Utlmate is his imumaure understanding of life and the ambbig.u.ty of 

human mHves. The crime he commited to obtain Yillah, thouoh unavoidable, 

is just like a rem. nd er of <our common human heritage — the Origin! Sin. 

As our inheritance in the natural existence, our tainted state m^es it 

imjusible for us to regain the perfect innocent happiness of man's pre- 

lapsarian state. It is this conpllcity in evil that we have to recognize. 

Likewise, we have to acknowledge the selfish mmtive that intrudes every 

human, virtuous act. The death of Aleem is Ooin0 to poison any idyllic 

happiness Taji thinks he will have. That is why the dead body is comm!red

Ibid., I, p. 116
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to a "brown hemlock". Taji can ne^i^r be freed from the haunting sense of 

gidt and remorse and this is sy^t)boized by the l,reen colour of the corpse, 

an ironic paradox as green is always associated with life. Howwver, Taji 

has to learn that death and evil are part of the mke-up of our iatlc'•aa.iitba 

and moral woold. Yet, in the mean tie, in the supposedly blissful state 

Taji dweeis in, he seems to have hardly grasped all the lppiiaatiois:

. . . what cared I now for the orien groves and bright 
shore? Was not Yllah my shore and my grove? my meadow, 
my mad, my soft shady vine, and my arbour? Of all things 
desirable and delightful, the full-pCmlea sheaf, and my 
own right arm the band? Enough: no shore for me yet. 
One sweep of the helm, and our Light prow headed round 
toward the vague land of song, sun, and vine: the fabled 
South.

As we glbata alono, strange Yllah oaztd down in the 
sea, and would fain have had me plcilt into it with her, 
to rove through its depths. But I started dismayed; in 
fancy, I saw the stark body of the priest drifting by. 
Again that phantom obtruded; again ou^^lt Laid his red 
hand on my soul. But I laughed, ‘was not Ylla^h my own? 
by my own arm rescued from il^L_? To do ht^ a good, I had 
prilled m’seef. So down, down, Altema. 4 '

47 Ibid^. p. 168.

¥11^, as I have aug^sted, is a symPblia obOecaifiaatioi of Taai's own 

ideal. So the gradual changes in her are an iiaiattioi of the aespolittion 

of the ideality. NoOwithstlnalng the initial arimtalamtttd in achieving 

her, in order to keep her, Taji has to raise hippse! to the stature of a 

demi-god and at the same time, has to bring her to an earthly ehisttiat. 

His basic stlf-aoitraaiatioi and inabblity to realize the iafposibbiity of 

his idealistic position is summed up in Chepier LI, "Tht Dream Begins to

Fade". It is far too lengthy to quote in full, though the entire cheaper 

forecasts later atetllpppnt. I sha-l bt content by quoting the iiGnifbaait 

Lints and passages: 47
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Yet as our intmacy grew closer and closer, these fancies 
seemed to be losing their hold. And often she questioned 
ma concerning my own reminiscences of her shadowy isle. . . . 
Oh Yllah; were you not the earthly semblance of that sweet 
iisCTi, that haunted my earliest thoughts? But if it was 
with many regrets, that in the sigh it of Yillah I perceived 
m™elf thus dwwrfing down to a morral, it was with qiu.te 
contrary emlOiTis that I co^ltem^pt^'^ed the extinguishment 
in her heart of the notion of her own sp.rituality.48

With disiluuioimeit setting in to spnil the blissful world of the lovers,

HHutia begins to appear, first in the guise of the Incognito. The fact

that 3he is introduced in a direct relationship to Taj and Yllah even 

before Taji knows her existence is sym^oic of the subtle change of the

Ideal, and how unawwredly the despc>TirtiTi of Yillah is taking place. If 

we take Yillah as part of Taji’s own self, then we shill understand how

Haitia is Y^lH^e^h’s death and that fautia is actually somehow a form of Yllah. 

Both are the projections of the duuaity in Taji — the dem.-ood.

Naahhlie Vright thinks that the Yillrh-Hautia delrtioishih is essent

ially a de^yd'ea^n feud, in which the deity principle — symbboized by light

49— is passive and the dark demon principle is enviously regrer^Sve.7Hed 

appearance after the death of Yllah then is like Ahab’s "darkness lerhCig 

out of li^gh<."5° Only .i tWs instaice it .s the unconscious emergence of 

the demon principle Ci a "seemngly Virtuous" delrtioiseih. When pure love, 

mixed w.th man’s baser sexual love, is on the ve^e of beiig changed to lust 

and degenerating into sexuulLity, then ethereal love vanishes; and the voyaGer 48 * 50 

48 Ibid.. I, p. 184

"The Head and the Hert in Meevvile’s H&rdi". PHLA, LX.VI (1951) 
pp. 351-362.

50 Moby Dick, II, p. 282.
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after Hapjpness in Ideal Love is confronted with hi3 own baser self; in 

this csss the iraMUure Taai runs away from it in horror and revulsion. 

In this ssnss, for one of her symbblic metan.no,, Yillah can bs, as heaver 

suggested, "ths faded ecstasy". The writing of Mardi was started shortly 

before MeSville's rnrriage in 1847 and completed in ths following year — 

May 4, 144.44 The abrupt change at the end of CHaper aXXVIII could well 

bs the point where the disillusion set in when .maried life changed the 

idealized purs love o^ courtship to the sensual and ths carnal. Howeevr, 

this is as far as I would Oo with Haymond heaver and to pursue the sy^i^b^Zl 

further by relating Melvin's love for his mooher and Elizabethan Shaw 

to the experience Taji undergoes with Yllah and HauHa is applying Freudian 

analysis to ths sxtrene.

HaiHa is another symbbHc figure that sndmppsses diverse elements 

o^ rtm^ntic and my^ho-o^ical sources, svsn with a BibLical undertone. The 

story of Haute's ancestry explains the cornotative origin of her name — 

haugh-iness:

In the beginning, there were bein^ in Hardi besides 
^Mudd^a•)s; winded beingS, of purer m.nds, and cast in 
gentler mbtS.as, who woSLi fain to have dwwSt forever 
with mankind, but ths hearts of ths ..sriiats were 
bitter against them, because of their sul»eitr goodness. 
... in the end, all Mardi rose Sg^uLtst them, and 
hunted them from isle to isle; till, at last, they rose 
from ths wccdl^s like a flight of birds and disappeared 
in the skies. Thsr^e^at,s:r, abandoned of such sweet 
influences, ths gsriiats fell into all manner of sins 
and sufferings, becoming the erring tiinlS their des
cendants wars now.-g

4^ Leon Howard, Herman Meviile; A Biography (Berkeley, 1951), p. 122.

52 hird., II, p. 385

metan.no
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This parable is like a rrtelVlnr of Geneis, analogous to the Fall of the 

angels and the orioin of the demon principle in the wortd. The original 

beings were all iillahs who wore the divine aspects of existence, the ideal 

which could live with roan in the paradise of prehistory even before the ex

pulsion of an^ls. It was Gauia's ancestor who led the revolt, so Hauula 

- is pride personified. This pride is an innate part of human nature and in 

the case of aspiring youths it is given full room to grow. Taji the quester 

who rejects life-as-is and thinks that he has a legitimate right to the 

Golden Age paradise, is not aware of the general human coimplcity in the 

burden of gdlt.

Yet because HHaiuia is also a symbol of the sensual, the carium, and 

the r:ngro3singly sexual aspect of human love, the images created for her are 

of a crmoorStr nature, rmObrcidg both the serpent phantasm and the beauaifuL, 

sensuous rnch4nldress of an isla^ pirad^e.53 w'ith her gLittering eye and 

her seductive charms she belongs to the many characterizations of the goddess 

Venus in the outpourings of romaanic fiction and poetry. There she appears 

as a phantom Teen, establishing herself in a palace of sensual delights 

and 3arrraddra by other spirits in loveliest shapes. By the use of super

natural music or other seductive means she entices youths and drugs them 

into a crooPetr surrender to a life of srnsuanity. Such is La Femme Fatale 

in and roLmainic literature,

H^a^uiia with her flowery island bowers on FlozeHa-a-^i a gives us

an exact image of La Femme FbIs!.. She even offers Taai a potion in a 

"nauailas shen” which casts a spell on him so that he i3 unable to leave

Meerrn Dd'hIs, haard: A CCaariess Voyage, p. 138.53
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with the others: "Look on me, Media, MoH, Yoomy. Here I stand, my own 

moniunmet, till Huiu-Ii breaks the spell."54

The flower images used by IMVvvIVv are another amp^if-catim of the 

general concept of the enchanress. When she appears to Taji for the first 

time in her real person, Haitia "moves with artful steps: the very snares 

of love," with a dailia which is clnnolativv of heartless beauty and a 

gorgeous am^yiis in her hand, Circien flowers in her ears; her girdle tied 

w_th vervain. These eympxlizv pride, fascination and e^t^c^fi^a^nt^re, n.g They 

have already been used as allurements by the mmesengers, "three darnels, 

dark-eyed brunettes", who in their twelve ansarances, try to lure Taji 

to the isle of FllzelVa-a•Nina by prom-ses of the attaniment o^ love, though 

not the Love he had experienced with Yillah. They have conveyed to him the 

message of Yillah's death, with a hope to fill him with desjpir for his quest.

HHauia, like Yillah, never emm^es as a full character and the last 

chapters describing her enticing isle and her seductive eXlOltltiots to a 

life of sensuulity only have a shadowy, dreamy and romantic effect. Not so 

the struggle in the mind of the ppltlpntical Taai. There we have the fu.l 

drlpaatzatilt of the quusser's psrsistent determination to pursue Yillah, 

who has now become for him a symbol o^ the Intimate Truth. For Taai, in 

his voyage around Madi, has gradufiUy come to a faint reco^n-tim of the 

unity of these two, Yillah and Mauia, though as usual, he never dives 

into his unconsciousness nr inner self to find out the truth. The first 

occurrence of this thought is hinted at after he learned the story

54 Mar^i, II, p. 394.

55 ’Merrei DaWs, Maa-dj: A C^aariess Voyage, p. 139.
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of Yillah’s human origin:

As these canoes now glided across tne lagoon, I 6ave 
up to revery; and revolving, over all that the men of 
Anina had rehearsed of the history of Yillah, I one by 
one unriddled the mysteries, before so bafflin^. Now, 
all was made plain; no secret remaining, but the sub
sequent event of her disappearance. Yes, Hautial en
lightened I had been — but where was Yillah?

Then I recalled the last interview with Hautia*s messen
gers, so full of enigmas; and wondered, whether Yoomy had 
interpreted right. Unseen, and unsolicited; still pursu- 
into me with omens, with taunts, and with wooing*, nyster.- 
ous Hautia appalled me. Vaguely I began to fear her. And 
the thought, that perhaps at»ain and aoain, her heralds 
would haunt me, filled me with a nameless dread, which 
I almost shrank from acknowledging^ Inwardly I prayed, 
that never more they might appear.

On the narrative level, this merely means Taji’s unwillinoness to accept 

the death of Yillah; on the symbolic level, he is shocked to learn that 

the Yillah of his dream is also an earthly woman, another Hautia. However, 

he does not realize the ideality that he has captured is corrupted by his 

human nature and submerged by the demon principle in him. Though he, at 

the revelation of the three sons of Aleema, exclaims: "Oh Yillah1 Too late, 

too late have I learnt what thou art!",'he still keeps on. At this sta6e, 

TaJi has become a prototype "false Prometheus" who "betrays his humanity 

with some monstrous pride, some titanic quest for moral purity, some obsessed 

abdication from the natural ambiguities of life in quest of the absolute and 

the inviolable or some moral treachery which involves his companions as well

Mardij I, p. 362.
57

Ibid., I, p. 358.
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as himself in a final catastrophe." Ta Ji will not accept the natural 

ambiguities of life. The Yillah he is after now is still the idealized 

one. It is at this point that he leaves Jarl, the "giultless" soul, to 

shoiuLder his gult, to ie a scapegoat for the crime he has cornm-tteci. 

From now on, no mater how "innocent" he wemts to appear to the world, the 

"barbed arrows" of the 'White curses" of the "pale", "wtrn", "uhootly" 

avenoers will in turn bleach the soul of "wwhte" Taai. The mononmniac 

pursuit of the wwite Yillah is going to ann.hilate the quester. He also 

has to dissemble to the other voyagers about the inexplicable hatred of 

the avengers.

From this point on, the avengers and the lurers always appear to

gether, as if to remind him of the realities of life — evil in the form of 

guilt and lust. Taai, in his titanic pride, disclaims both and when further 

assailed, his heart onLy fcroows hard and defiant of the very Good he is after: 

"My heart grew hard, like flint; and black like ni^ht; and sounded hollow 

to the hand I clenched. Hyenas filled me with their laughs; death-damps

59chilled my brow; I prayed not, but blasphemed," The Wole tone is redolent

of AAhObs curses. In his desperation, he even lands on Haauia's isle wth 

the hope of seeking the news of Yillah. Bsides he has "dire presentiments" 

that in some msst^jrious way, Hrnuia and Yillah are connected. There he 

confims his fear of the death of Yillah when he looks into the fathom.ess 

eyes of Hrnuia:

5® Richard Chase, Herman Mldlle: A Critical Study (Hew York, 1949)» 
p. 3.

59 ManH, II, p. 382.
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The same ayierilci, evil-boding oaze was there Wd.ae 
long before had haunted me in Odo ere ¥11]^ fled.
<uetn Haada the licoJllitio! Then two did currents 

met and dashed me into foam.^

The tragic greatness of Taji lies in his determined cniWllligneii to accept 

the tepjrt,adon, and turn comppetely to a lift o^ itisuuaity. Even the 

pierls that Haida offers ht spurns. The pplafitd forms of "health, eetlte, 

long lift and the long Lost hope of m" are his if he woodd only renounce 

his tspLrtdli. But ht seeks only ont pearl and that is Yllah:

"• . . show me that which I seek, and I wwil dive wth 
thee straight through the woold, till we come up in 
oceans unknown i'61

When induced to icacum0 to the earthly Joys of a shallow life, ht shows 

scorn for such animal existence:

”... batter to me , HaUa, all the bitterness 
of p buried dead than aLl the sweets of the life 
thou canst bestow, even were it tttmidl"°2

Directed to seek Yllah in a cavern, Taji hurls himself into a wwhrlpool 

in which circlis "the wwhte and v^t>ueCyly Yi-Hah. The vortex sy-mto! here 

signifies the ddaate uittltinaeblity of Truth. That is why the revolving 

shadow darts out of sight and Ooes ocean-ward. When Taai makes another 

suicidal plunge for it, ht would only find himself on an endless sea.

It is true that Taji becomes too much like the terrifying terrible 

Ahab or the comppleely iihhlisda Pierre. His defiant cry at the tnd cata

logues him in the same Oroup of these two dt^iia heroes:

60 Ibid.. I^ p. 339. 

bi Ibid,, II, p. 396.

62 Ibid.

63 Ibid.. I^ p. 393.
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"Now, I am my own soul's emperor; and my first act is 
abdication! Hal, realm of shaaesl and turning my 
prow into the racing tide, which seized me like a hand 
omiipio8nt, 1 darted trough."64 * 66 67

64 Ibid.. II, p. 400.

^5 James E. Miler, Jr., A Header's Glide to Herman Melville 
(New York, 1962), p. 53.

66 Ibid.. II. pp. 276-277.

67 Ibid.. II. p. 400.

Yet I still find him different from these two. Taji is i—aure compared 

to them. In him there lives the inextinguishable yearning for the fulfilment 

of man's pjssibility in ideality. His "realm of shades" surely does not 

mean his alleoiance to Satan as miler siugested.e it is more his picture 

of death. He has not yet turned wifully demonic as Ahab, nor nLhhlistic as 

Pierre. Meeville's tragic vision is takint shape here. But he still exalts 

the tenacious, though also futile, chase, For this view, 1 subm.1t his own 

words in the chajrt-er, "-bailing On". There is a oeneral danger of closely 

identifying the narrator wth Meelille throughout the book. Yet definitely 

in this chapter, this is the voyage of I!elville-narritor-Taii:

That voyager steered his bark through seas untracked 
before; ploughed his own path mid jeers; though with 
a heart that oft was heavy with the thought that he 
rmght only be too bold, and grope where land was none.

But fiery yearnings their own phantora~-uture mike, 
and deem it present. So, if after all these fearful, 
fainting trances, the verdict be, the faolden haven 
was not gained; — yet, in bold quest thereof, better 
to sink in boundless deeps, tlian float on vulgar shoals; 
and give mJ, ye gods, an utter wreck, if wreck I do.°

So the book ends with Taji still voya^n^ for his ideW:

Ana thus, pursuers and pursued flew over an endless aeat^

Though he has announced his abdication, the never-dying questing spirit lives 

on in men like him and MeeviiV.e.

suggested.it


II

MOBY DICK

- i -

The disintegration of the factual ana allegorical, or symbolic, levels 

in Mardi decidedly mars the book. Its fra^nanted structure renders easy the 

task ox dividing the book into three sections and treating one particular tale. 

It is a simple matter to 3int/Le out the Taji-Yillah-Hautia tale and trace 

the symbolic quest of Taji. Mooy Dick, though as voluminous as Mardi, is a 

complete piece of literary art. It also contains several levels. There is 

the adventure at sea, depicting the hunt for a white whale by a -ea cap

tain from Nantucket. On another level it is a reliable treatise on whales 

and the whaling industry. These cetolo„ical chapters have often been consi

dered irrelevant and superfluous; they perform, however, a function of their 

own. I ajjree with Tyrus Hillway’s defence of their validity. He says that 

they "add a sense to *he ctory: they contribute character and individuality 

to one of the principal characters in the drama, the white whale.Lastly, 

apart from the narrative and factual account, there is the important level 

man’s moral nature and his relationship to his universe.

Unlike Mardi. where allegory is merely imposed on the story and the 

characters often become simply allegorical figures or symbolic projections,

1 Herman MelvilleCftew Haven, 1963), p. 87.

42
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Moby Dick has its symbolism well integrated Wth narration. The various levels 

of sea adventure, scientific discourse, and meeaphyyical spculation meroe 

and conseqiently strengthen each other. The final result is that symbolism 

is explored at each level. One good example is the different effects resulting 

from the gams in Efoby Lick and the Visits to the isles in Mrdi. In iterdj 

the visits to the Mariim isles are disjointed and unrelated and often weak

ly linked to the miin quest of Taji by a general statement such as "In Wil- 

ladlla, no Yillah being foiuid'’," or "In vain we wandered up and down in this 

isle, and peered into its innermost recesses; no Yillah was there in Wiia 

and Konnlova",or "We wandered among these southern isles; but as in Doodnora, 

so ^roug^ut. Vive^^ norM or south, — Yillah hartour^ not.."* Bit t^ 

gams in Mdov Dick are defined by Ahab’s quest at the same time as they define 

Ahab’s quest. No particular gam me^es an allegorical definition of any 

particular character whose own story is divorced from Ahhtbs and Ishmal's. 

The integration of symbolism and narration is compete and faultless.

My fragmented treatment of Kadi is excusable on the ground of the 

book's essentially disorganized structure. To consider Koby Dick in the 

same way (that is, if I simply concentrated on Anab’s quest with no reference 

to Ishmae's or overlooked the account of toby Dick on the phyyical level) 

would be a llp-siiei treatment. It would certainly mean that I woU.d be 

plunging with Ahab and the rest of the crew of the Pegud into the malstrom, 

never to emerge again. It woUld result in a jaundiced view of the whole 

Maa-di, I, p. 291.

3 Ibid.. I, p. 291.

4 Ibid., II, 252.
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book — for no mat-er how "wdLcked" it is, it still endeavours to show us a 

world with its me-third of light and two-thirds of darkness.

In order to obtain a balanced view, I propose in this copper to 

deal with Ahab's quest as wwVI as Ishimae's. The eehlinl captain's voyage 

is baptized and ends "in tlp.tv diaboH", ehae'ele the marnne’s starts off 

in bitterness of heart and anger w.Ph the w^old, ends in a tone of "calmness" 

and tragic surrender.

The characters in Maadi are often too allegorical to be alive, 

YUl-ah and Hauula are too blatantly s^PoUc to take on any human flesh. 

In Moby Dick, however, the characters aiequtPVLt serve the doible function 

of being the crew memPors of the Peguod and aiunPodaione of AAha's passions, 

his hwpautPivs and inaumltPies, the dem^onic and divine principles in him.

Then there ia MoPy Dick the White ’Whae, which stands out as the 

muter symbol in the book. He gathers unto hippelf other s^Po^. These 

help to widen the imaie and thus cmnoliiatv Moby Dick's role as a pthic 

symbol in the book. I shall allow ample space for a diectseilt of him.
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* The story of Moby Dick .3 famiiar to need retelling.

6 George C. Homans, "The Tragedy of Herman Wenville", p. 716.

7 laard’s definition of p^mUivim .s: "Tine mode of teel-ing
exchanges for traditional Chhistlan symtbls a new symttooic ldicm referring to 
Oriental cultures of both Oceania and Asia is admtted as genuine prlm.tivim, 
with the even closer quurificriiots that most of the authors involved, certain
ly the moored ones, should have travelled in the Orient and that they should 
direct phy3ical experience as a medium of feeling to inform the sym^ls which 
their art presents." Ishmael (Baltimore, 1956), p. 6,

bid., p. 341.

''Lloby Dick is the spiritual sequel of Marui. In his persistent

search for the lost lillafe* Taai, the young visionary, hss exhibited the 

demonic side of his nature by killing the Polynesian hL&h priest, Aleema, 

by assuming the deceptive pose of a de±L—6od, and by resortin^ to lies to 

ward off suspicion. He ignores any panos of remorse and ouLlt and at times 

even becomes defiant enough to be ready to kill again to obtain his Ideal, 

Yillah. He is last seen dashing out to sea, deserted by his compaanons. 

So too Ahab is discovered alone at sea, not pursuing the whhte Yillah, but 

hunting Moby Dick, the Whiite ’Whae.

If the various connotations of the sea-iaa^e are recalled, it is 

easily understood why Ahab, like Ta.)!, is introduced to us at sea. The sea, 

fluid, shifting, largely uncharted, vast, full of dangers and terrors, is 

impregnated with symboliitic poentiality. Bard, in his study of primtiv-
7 

ism in Melville’s work and other literature, su^ests that the sea provides 

writers with a cosmic .maoe of Prist^neas. The word is derived from the 

German term, "Urrwet" — the original world shaped from the original universe. 6 7 * 

It contains all the original maseries of tipelesstnss. Stem, in his book

8
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on Meeville, reads the sea as "the realm of natural and human m^y^steijs 

the realm into which man mu3t continually push the bowspprt of his pioneer

ing exploration, mr3s>ery of natural existence as wen as the mys-ery of 

^iqui-ty."9 * 11 Mdlle htaself muut have both consciously nda subconscious^ 

intended the sea imnrr to roOracr these various mmaninoS, for we have Ish^i^a^e^- 

Mervillr'p own words. Talking about man's desire to go on a voyage, he says: 

Glimpses do you seem to see of that ooortnVy intolerable 
truth; that deep, earnest thinking is but the intrepid 
effort of the soul to keep the open iddrirddrncr for her 
sea; wwhle the wildest winds of arnvrd and earth conspire 
to cast her into the treacherous, slavish shore. . .

9 Mlton Stern, The fine H^nmlored Steel, p. 18.

Moby Dick, I, pp. 132-133 (anda^liding m.nej.

11 Ibid., II, p. 341.

But . . . in lndalrppdrpp alone resides the highest truth, 
shoreless, indefinite as God. . . .

As I have already stated, since Moby Dick is not simply a wWaaidr adventure, 

but a quest to unravel the ultimate mytery of the m-iiverse, it is fitting 

that the crucial drama of this captain's life should take place at sea 

instead of on lnda. B^eides Ahab's, there is also Ish^aae's quest.

To reca11 the statement I made about Ahab — "Ahab is discovered 

alone at sea", I think I have to explain why I said "alone". Though Ahab 

i3 cr.mOspirdrd by the Pe pod»s ownnrs, Captains Bildad and Peleg, to command 

the ship's company and to hunt whales for oil, he cares little for his duties. 

Thus, even though living among the sailors, he is still iprlatra from awmndty. 

He says to Starbuck and Stubb, Pejuod *s first and second ^maes: "Ye two are 

all r^nkind and Ahab stands alone among the millions of the peopled earth, 

nor gods nor men his neighbours."
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What has oladen Ahab to a quest of the pytery of the universe and 

to such an isolated Lift? For an answer to this question we have to study 

the character and to retract the past history of this Nantucket captain be
p

fore ht appears on the scene. Uniilruniaely little of Miab's life is revealed 

to us. but wt know that "endowed with a globular brain and a ponderous 

heart", x ht was bom to lrettitss, even a tragic greatness; and this, Mel

ville says, always impHis a certain aoobbdity of chhracttr. His nr^bi^dty 

stems from his "Olobdar Ortii", and, as if fated for a tragic end, his 

career as a wWetinl captain only serves to develop his "olo0^C.ar Orali" and 

imOte^l■ his "ponderous heart". Forty years of continual wwhainj brings 

privation, peril and storm. It is a desolate and solitary Life. The soul 

is ^ven little nourishment in the "masoned, wcaHed-town of a Caaittn'i 

exalcsietieas. The "apannss, the frenzy, the boO1bio blood and the smoki^ 

brow, with which for a thousand lowerings old Ahab has furiously, ilainily 

cetien his prey" have made him "more a demon than a mpa."-^

This demonic iriiaiilt in him, so nurtured by the hardships of life, 

achieves full ^rowth after the first fatal encoiuiter with Moby Lick. burino 

this episode, the ..hite Wha^e, after havina elcnen the attempt to capture 

him, is swimlng serenely away from the chips of chewed boats and the sinking 

lipOi of torn comrades, whin Ahab, with oars and men both whiiling in the 

eddies,

. . . seizino the lint-knift from his broken prow, had 
dashed at the wl^le, as an Arkansas duelList at his foe, 
blindly seeking with a iix-iice blade to reach the

12 Ibin., p. 91.

13 IOd•, I^ p. 328. 
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fathom-deep life of the whale. And then it was, 
that suddenly sweeping his sickle-shaped lower jaw 
beneath him, Moby Dick had reaped away Ahab's leg, 
as a mowwer a blade of orass in the field. 14

His intolerable price is injured by such a hiumliatino stroke of dismember

ment. Yet in the encoruiner, Ahab has only shown his demonic side — "In 

distracted fury, he had but oiven loose to a sudden passionate, corporal 

animoasty This is the unleashing of the demonism in hiimssef.

His supreme intellect broods ov^r the wrono done him and breeds

in him a wild vindictiveness against the whhle. All the evils he has suffered

in life and witnessed in the universe now loom before him and he sets out 

to accomppish the superhuman task — to destroy evil, now made assailable 

in Moby Dick. The White Wha.e

swam before him as the monomaniac incarnation of all those 
malicious agencies which some deep men feel eating in them, 
till they are left living on with half a heart and half a 
lung. That intangible mallgnity which has been from the 
beginning; to whose dominion even the mcriem Christians 
ascribe one-half of the woolds; which the ancient Ophhtes 
of the East reverenced in their statue devvi; — Ahab did 
not fall down and worship it like them; but deliriously trans
ferring its idea to the abhorred Whte Wsle, he pitted 
himself, all muttlated, against it. AH that most maddens 
and torments;: all that stirs up the lees of thinos; all truth 
with maice in it; all that cracks the sinews and c.ckes the 
brain, all the subtle demonism of life and thouoht; all evil 
to crazy Aiab, were visibly personified ... in Moby Dick.I^

He tells Starbuck that the 'White Wale is a "pasteboard mask"!? which he

is determined to strike through. Though he is unsure whhther Moby Dick

1Z* Ibid., I, p. 229.

15 Ibid.

16 Ibid.. I. pp. 229-230.

17 Ibid.. I. p. 204.
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is the agent or principle, most of the time he is thinkino of it as the 

principle. His attempt to capture Moby Dick is an attempt to capture God 

and question him about the ubiqiuity of evil. He is piqued by an apprehension 

of some unknown but still reasoning tiling puuting forth the mod.dings of 

its features from behind the unreasoning mask. This blank wwai shoved near 

to him exasperates him beyond reason. He is determined to unmask it. How

ever, at times, as if aware of the futility of it all, he says: "Sometimes 

I think there is naught beyond."1® Yet there is sti11 the yeaimino in him 

to prove that behind the mask is Truth — even if it is the Truth of an aLl

pervading evd.1. So, wilfully heedless of the limitations of man’s power to 

know God through his intellect, Ahab hopes to transcen all by sheer defiance. 

His relentless determination to pierce the myytery, to iccoeePish the im

possible, is precisely that of Taji in Mali. The purpose of his pursuit of 

Truth is to find wiether there is anythin^, behind the msk; and if there is, 

it must be a God of evil and maaice. Ahab is to be* a Prameteeus to avenge 

"the general rage and hate felt by his whole race from Adam down."19

18 Ibid.

19 Iiid., p. 230.

In this way, he is deluding him^t^e^f, either consciously or uncon

sciously, by turning his m^oiive, which originated in a private pride — the 

pride shown in his inability to suffer humii^lti^on and to accept defeat — to 

one of public vengeance. His obsession with this hiuumiiating blow against 

his person aggravates his rnoorbdity and maddens him. His frenzied mind and 

fixed will have crowded out his heart and the truth he seeks to find is 18 19
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transformed into somethino narrower than he eVaPavd it to v. The vision 

of universal demonism in the inscrutable and intanc-g-ble paailtitt of the 

whhlv only calls forth the dvmonism in him — the pride and the capacity 

for hate. He starts off by at'impting to assert man's aupplltty against 

Naaure's and Gd's inatmutty. Yet he ends by losino his own hunpanty. 

The latent eviV in him vp]dlVe and rules his conscious self. As Lewis 

Mwapord says: "Ahab becomes the imaoV of the things hv hates; hv has lost 

his atmauttt in tte very act of vindicating it."2g

20 Herman BeVvvile (New York, 192?), p. 165.
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- iii -

We muut remedoer that Ahab is still a man with a ponderous heart, 

a man with hlunaadties in him, a man capable of love. The final lmrgldel 

of demonism does not take place without a struggle. Luring the Locc search 

over the seas for Moby Dick, we witness the war of the two principles — 

the demonic and the divine — in the soul of Ahab. This inward drama is 

externalized by the pagan harpooners, Feddlah, Starbuck.>and J ip) and each 

one of them plays a symhdic role in the spiritual connf-ict of this titanic 

hero. This will be dealth with accordingly in the following sections.

This "ungodly, godlike" man possesses an external, phyyical symbol 

of dualism. There is a slender, rod-like mirk, lividly whhtish, drawn down 

one side of his tawny scorched face and neck. Then are two versions of 

the origin of this scar. The w.se old ruanxman seems to think that it is a 

birthmark that runs down from crown to toe. /mother crew mentor, an old 

Gay-Head Indian, asserts that Ahab lias become branded in eLlmbldal strife 

at sea. Ahab himself seems to have darkly alluded to the history of this 

mark in the corposant scene when, holding the mm sit links in his left

h^d rod flinging his ri^ght arm at the ^fty "tri-p>idtli trini-ty of dame"'21 

(this is a plain symbol of God), he hurls forth these words:

H Moby Dick, H, p. 281.

& Ibid

"Ohl thou dear spirit of dear fire, whom on these seas
I as Persian once did wooship, till in the sacramental act 
so burned by thee, that to this hour I bear the scar; I 
now know thee, thou dear fire, and I new know that thy 
rijit wooship is ^fiance.11"" * &
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This is a revelation of Ahab's former spiritual state. Tht reference to 

iireworshiiiiit, is taken by many critics to indicate that Ahab was a 

Zooolairiji. Zoroottrlanisp teaches that the universe is dividea between 

A^emzd, the god of lijit, who is uHd, and Ahriman, the god of darkness, 

who is tvil. The two forces are eguel and thus in ceaseless aooniiat. 

Howwvvr, I think this actually refers to the fact that Ahab had been a god

fearing and 0o<i“lovii0 Puritan, who believed in a gun universe menaced by 

evil. Tht repeated experience of this tvil in life has 30 eaPbiterea him 

that ht can see only tvil at the heart of reality and enPoHtn in God. But, 

whhtever the story, the Sark is an outward sign of his sundered soul.

Tht mantion of Zoroastrianimi and Ahea'i sundered soul takes us 

directly to Fedallte, the Parsee, the Zooooasrian fire-wlrseiiier. He is 

such an interesting figure that all studies of Moby Dick have to oive some 

iptae to a aisacssili of him. To M. 0. Percival, H Feda]Llae is "a creation 

of Mea'i own self-seacabig mnd." Arvin sees in him "a principle of pure 

neottioi, of hatred iisttaa of love, vindictiveness iistean of drity, ies- 

trcatioi iiiteta of areatieeiess.l, His flre-worseliiine, Arvin continues,

25 is not a worship of light and truth, but of rapine and destructive Ev.1. 

James Bird oives us a most penetrating study of Mallah. He echoes Arvin:

/Feaallte7ii the force of atstruatioi through which Ahab 
is confirmed in his insane hatred. FeeaHah’s fire is 
of hell itself, the fires of destruction existing in the 
universe of Go.g°

Ctorles Chili Waalcut, "The Fire Syppblism in Moby Dick". MLN 
LIX (1944)

A Reading of Moby Dick (Chicago, 1964), p. 129

Herman Meeville (New York, 1961), p. 129.

Ishmael, p. 230.
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But he probes deeper into the subconscious of /Ahab and Mevil.lr:

The quality of Fedallah wLiich fascinates is his 
idarfinitrnrps; and it is the aame quuHty which 
idfonnp all o^ i'ierville’s shadowy symbols of primal 
mind. The nborrLi^.dnldrpp of FedalVnh is archetypal; 
it eludes the power of reason.^1

In short, all critics nrrre on the point that Fedallah is a sym>olic 

representation o^ the inexplicable evil in human nature, an rxtr]malizntion 

o^ the demonic in Ahi^b.

The description of Fedanlah'p stature and attire suggests his aevilipa 

nature: a tall, swwrt figure clothed in Chinese black but crowned as it 

were with a ^listenin^ whhte turban formed by living huar braided and coiled 

rrada and round his head. The duality of Fedanlah'p attire indicates the 

Parses m.nd, and to Meevvile, the comOindtird of wldte and olack has powwr- 

ful association with pure evil. This imabe of evil is intrdsifira by his 

'•one wh^te tooth evilly protrudino from its strrl-likr lip^,"28 His eyes 

too are of a terrible paleness: they "wwne", rel.ville says, and in the chase, 

are Lit up by "a pale death gViomer".29

Board's p’u>orntird of FedalLah as a symbol of the primal mind is 

pabstmtintra by ^ielville,p own words.

He was such a creature as civiLized, drImePic people 
in the troJiratr zone onLy see in their dreams, and 
that but dimly; but the like of whom now and then rliar 
among the uncanngint, Assatic commities, especially the 
oriental isles to the east of the continent — those 
idpalntra, innormrial, unalterable colmdrirp, which even 
in these modeim days still preserve much of the ghostly

W Ibid., p. 281.

2® Moby Dick, I, p. 273*

& Ibid., II, p. 333.
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rOorigitrlnnss of earth's primal generation, when 
the memory of the first man was a distinct recollection, 
and all men his descendants, unknowing whence he came, 
eyed each other as real phantoms, end asked of the moon 
why they were created ana to wirit end; when though, 
accordino to Gee^is, the angels indeed consorted wwth 
the daughters of men, the devils also, add the uncanonical 
Rabbi-ns, indulged in miundane amoous^O

This primal mind is a mind that raises m the primal questions of whence 

and why and wwhihhr.31 The Parsee is one who is known for this kind of 

doubting mind. Fedallah as a symbol depicts to us Ahab’s subtly middened 

mind that is wifely and passionately concerned wth the moral problems 

of a dual woold. It is obsessed with. the e/vi in the world because his 

reasoning power is now divorced from faith.

These inner qu unties o^ A Ahabs mind exert a gradual possession over 

him and finally assert their dormi-inaion wien he secludes himself to brood 

over the bocaly injury from Moby Dick. This brooding can take a person in 

two directions: despaar or defiance. In Ahha's case it is defiance. In 

the long nocturnal sessions with Ferial^h, Ahab undergoes severe mental 

conniict. DenpaLtn his "globd-ar Orrit", his human intellect is limited and 

he finds the mstery of evil inexplicable. With his torn bocty as a living 

reminder of the "inscrutable maice" in the universe, his morbid broodings 

deepen into madnnes. It is a of hate and desire for vengeance.

These are the attributes of the ^1. Fedallah as a symbol of the lncrma- 

iiot of the d^^vl in Aiab, is at first only darkly iitinn at by Elijah and 

vaguely seen by ^uuequeg, but he later emerges in full and shows his identity 

with Ahab.

30 Moby Dick k pp. 291-292.

Percival, A Reading, p. 42.31
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The crucial scene in which Ahab displays his demonic purpose takes 

place on the quartvr-dvck. It is a public fViuntino of his diabolical 

aVl^t^gi^a^ncv. By sheer power of peempvization, hv is able to stir the mainers 

to excitement and League them toother in a m.ohty oath to chase down " a 

cvrtain whatv-helivd whale wth a w^rinkled 'row und a cdolkvi Jaw".*g To 

impress them of the elVemtity of thv oath, hv adnintiters u ritual closely 

resembling u diabolical coMmuton' As Percival has suggested, it is fu.1 

of overtones from the Black Mass. He explains it thus: "Of this l^]dtictlar 

form of Salunisp the ritual is said to include black cundies atd black blood, 

the cross upside down, prayers ltd ce]viorn.ee buckw a rd, invocation of the 

dwil, and ceremonies it tight with liieonlue brews und oaths of sit and hale. "33 

wv rvmvmber that Ahab's mnnstration of the oath takes place at thv 

"close of day". * Thv three pioin aadlloners, ,<uevquvo, Tasht'^ und Daagoo, 

provide it with the outward blackness. They stand syniblicalVt for A^h^a^'s 

vppoilte and passions. It is they who impVdplely show u reclgnntilt of iMoby 

Dick is thv Vlbtv Whlv that Ahab is after. They arv the ones who have seen 

Moby Dick. This common knowledge ltd expsrience Links Ahab to the three 

harpooneM as hv hiVariltel.t answers their questions ltd echoes their words:

"Cork-screw’, ay, -iueequeg, the harpoons Vie all twisted 
und wrenched in him; ay, Da^gn, his spout is u big onv, 
Like u whole shock of eehat, ltd whhte as u pile of our 
Nantucket wool after thv great annual sheep-sheering; ay, 
Tashtego, und he fan-tails like u split Jib in u sq^a^l^l. 
Death and devils! iam, It is Moby Dick yv hivv svvt — 
Moby Dick — Moby Dick!"32 33 * 35

32 ,'ioOy Dick, I, p. 201.

33 ^rciva^ A Rfeading> p. 10.

3^ Moby Dick, I, p. 200.

35 ibid., I, p. 202.

viorn.ee
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Thher complete aubmasion to Ahab's wil further illustrates their role as 

the externalizations of his eecOiana and passions. At Ahab's commLnd: "cult 

your seizings and drew the pales, ye harpoon^s."

Silently obeying the order, the three harpooned
now stcod with the detached iron part o^ their 
harpoons, some three feet long, held, barbs up, 
before hlm.3^

36 J-bld., I, p. 207.

37 Ibid., I, p. 203.

38 Ibid., I, pp. 110, 113.

Then the cup of grog, described by Ahab as hot as "Satan’s hoof" is passed 

around and the pagan harpooners, served by the three mmies as cujp-beerers, 

drink the fiery wafers from their long, barbed steel filets amid "cries and
37 

maeddctions against the White Whhae". The spirits are quaffed down with

a hiss. The league is indissoluble.

Before I continue with this diabd-lcal scene, I wnuLd like to pause 

for a little while with these pagan harpooned who, with their blackness, 

serve as a sym^oic extension of the Dark Ahab — the Ahab who despite his 

whte colour is darkened by his hatred and fixed purpose of venoeance.

The one noticeable chhaaaceeistic of these three, as I have said, is 

their dark colour. >4eequeo, we learn even before we see him, is dark — 

devilise dark at that; at least such is the impression the crudely Jocular 

landlord of the d|X3uter Inn gives Ishmael who is to have the savage for a 

bedfellow. Then he is cillei by B.ldad a "son of ^rWees''.-^

Tashtego is also a "son of darkness"; he has "lonb, lean,and sable 

hair" and "black roundinb eyes" which, he says, are "oriental in their 36 37 38
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largeness, but antarctic in their u^tteri-no expression.” It is thia

son of oatan who stands at the msin'—mm st when the Pe. turn is smitten full 

on the starboard bow by the whhte buttresses of rloby hick's humped brow; 

it is the same Tashteoo, who, even a3 the Pegum sinks, nails AAhfs red 

flag of vengeance to the main-imat. H.s is the final human act in the cat

astrophe; but there is somethin^, diabolic about it too.

Daagoo, a gigantic, coal-black negro-slave, with a lion-like tread, 

is "AAhsuerus to behold".g His "white-shgrk teeth" and ^oWen hoops

in the ears are the only things that relieve his blackness.

Iheir colour helps to build the imago of oatanism in AAhtj's wilful 

actions. This symbolic function is more exphiclt in the scene at the forge. 

There Ahab, instead of usin^ water to temper his harpoon, cries out in sheer 

hatred:

"I wtrnt it of the true death-temp r. Ahoy, the re I 
Tashtego, . uueequeg, Daggn! khht say ye pagans! Wil 
ye give me as much blood as will cover this barb?"
. . . A cluster of dark nods replied, Yes. There 
punctures were made in the heathen flesh, and the 
White W^l's barbs were then tempered.

"ngo non baptizo te in tlmLte patris, sed in nulne 
diaboli!ll deliriously howled Aiab, as the . maaignant iron 
scl^ciitgly devoured the baptismal blood. 1

Now to return to the scene of the oath upon the quarter-deck.

The struogle Ahab has with Starbuck, the first mete, is an external enactment

of the inner baatle in the soul of Aiab. A3 I have already stated, Ahna's

globi^-ar brain and ponderous heiajrt are often at strife. Though he is now * * * 

39 IbLd., I, p. 148.

40 Ibid., I, p. 149.

41 Ibid.. II, p. 261.
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nearly engulfed by the demonc, there is still the deity principle in him — 

his warm hubbrdty — or, to put it in ti 1 e crudest form, his conscience. 

Starbuck, the first mate, has two functions. Apprt from the chereciter rol-e 

as the officer formino with Stubb and Flask as with all men kind on the Pe-guod 

a biernclsb, he often stands as a symbol of the huramadty in Ahab. Wheeeaa 

redaH-ah is a dra.mmaic emtbtodLment of Ahab's monormada, Starbuck stands for 

the conscience, the heart principle mnilatli by reason.

There are two crucial incidents when these two symbolic characters 

come into conduct, each struJid" for Ahab's snuL. These oaur in the 

quarter-deck scene and in the chapter lnttit-Lei "Symppony". In the quarter

deck scene, the Parsee has not yet made his appearance. Howeevr, his lurking 

presence is felt throughout. Ahab, in roundidt the crew into a league against 

the White Whae, shews a bbs^blrzidg power, as if he is aided by the devil. 

Oeeicg the old mac's deliriously mad vengeance, Starbuck accuses him of OLrs- 

phemy. The FedalLre in him immliirely prompts Ahab to rant at the first 

mite. The fury-L^rild, eate-l^ied speech reveals the earlier condict of the 

gud and evil in him:

"Who's over me? Truth hath no confines. Take off thine 
eye! more idtlllrrbLl than fi.ldis, nLariCnS is a doltish 
stare! So, so; thou reddenest and palest; my heat has 
mlted thee to anger-glow. "42

Then the demonic principle gains precedence:

"S(>mbtlliLdg shot from my dilated n^osir^^ls, he has inhaled 
it in his I^uCoS. Starbuck now is mine; cannot oppose me 
now, wiWout rebeLLwn,"42 43

42 Ibid., I, p. 204.

43 Ibid.. I, p. 205.
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To be more rxpilcCt, MelviLLe ^oes on to coramsnt on the fact that a man’s 

drtrmided aLlegiance to evil would render futile any pang of conscience 

or any portentous WHrnidr from Nature:

But in his joy at the enchanted, tacit acquiescence 
the mte, Ahab did not hear his foreboding invocations, 
nor yet the Low laugh from the hold; nor yet the presnrido 
vibrations of the w.nds in the cordage; nor yet the hollow 
flap of the sails against the mats, as .'or a moment their hearts 
sank in. For again Btarbuck’s downcast eyes li_atra up w.th 
the stubbornness of Life; the subterranean Laugh died away; 
the winas blew on; the sails filled out; the ship heaved up 
and rolLed as before. Ai, ye ndmnrdtirnp and wwrnings! why 
stay ye not whence come? But rather are ye predictions than 
wniT^idgS, ye shadows I Yet not so much pre dictions from without, 
ss verifications of the foregoing things mth^n. For with little 
external to constrain us. the innermost neccesptirp in our being, 
^ese s^tilL drive us on.^4

This passage clearly denotes that the quarter-deck pcrde is a symbolic

external projection of the "foregoing things within the mnd." F^<^i^a_la^h

has mde an undoubted conquest of dtarbuck.

Acorner simiar pcedr takes pLace the day before the si6atidr of

Moby Dick and the three-diays' chase. It is a clear PtrrV-bVur day. Nature 

is suffused with an air of benignity. The Lovely aromas in that enchanted 

air at last seem to dispel for a m^I^e^l^lt the cankerous thing in Ahab's soru.. 

Aab’s htrdrdra heart yields tempporriLy to the caressing influence of nature 

and from the haggardly firm and crEn.-oVrwid0 eyes there drops a tear into 

the sea. atnrbuck’p role is aoain syntonc of Ahab's humant}’, his Land sense.

At the sight of the relenting Ahab, Starbuck seems "to hear in his own heart 

the onrtuaeless sobbing that stole out of the centre of the serenity

44 Ibid.

45 Ibid., II, p. 327.
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Reviewing his past life, the old man, sltill retaining some "goodness", 

a touch of iu’nantty in him, now realizes how he has been "more a demon than 

a man" In his pertinacious pursnH.t of the whhle, he has let pride isolate 

him from the rest of iulmntty, and his callous heart has spurned all mmnkind. 

Now he feels the resulting desolation, and in despair, he cries:

"Close! stand close to me, Starbuck; let me look into a human 
eye; it is better than to gaze into sea or sky; better than to 
gaze upon God. By the green land; by the bright hearthstone! 
this is the .majic glass, man; I see my wife end child in 
thine eye."^°

Yet in spite of the urge of conscience to stop the chase, to fly from those 

deadly wafers, Ahab has been enslaved by maddened hate. The deity principle 

in him is no match for the demonnc. He feels the clutching grip of the Satanic 

power:

"VWhLat is it, what nrmeness, inscrutable, unearthly thir* is 
it; what cozzening, hidden lord and mater, and cruel, remorse
less nmmaror commands me; that aglrLtst all my natural lovings 
and longings, I so keep pusiing, and crowding, and Jamming
^•ssI1 on all "the

The bond w.th the dendl is complete when Starbuck steals away in silent 

despair and Ahab crosses the deck to gaze at the waTer over the other side. 

The eyes he sees staring at him are those of Fed^ta! The demon that he nur

tured has now taken full possession of him, quelling any revival of its op

ponent .

I have forestalled the end by treating together these two sym^boic 

scenes, one at the begi- ning, the other at the end. Now let me retrace my 

steps and see how FledraLlah is shown as the outward mrtifntatlon of Ahab’s

46 Ibm., II, p. 329.

47 Ibid.. II, p. 330.
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"wooser spirit'’. After the scene of oath-takin^, a public demonstration of 

Ahab’s moncronSa, the Parsee and the yellow crew suddenly but unobtrusively 

emerge frcm their subterranean habitation nt Peguod’s first lowering for n 

whan.e. From that m^mo^nCr on, Fedallah and Ahab are inseparable. Fedallah either 

looms in the foreground, or lurks in the background, and at times, replaces 

the presence of Aiab.

When Ahab is welding Us own harpoon in the intense straight flame,

the Parsee passed silently, and bowing over his head toward 
the fire, seemed invoking some curse or some blessing on the 
toil.55

OOaerving this, Stubb identifies him with the devil and remarks:

"The Parses simlls fire like a fusee; and smells of it 
rimmelf rike a hot mwkkt’s powdde-pan."5'

Again in the corposant scene, the Parsee forms a tableau w.th Aiab whle the 

latter is hurling defiance and insolence at the trinity of flames — the burn

ing finger of God. He also hovers in the background so that whenever Ahab 

turns, he finds the Parsee passively awaating him.

And Ahab chanced so to stand, that the Parsee occupied
his shadow; wdle, if the Paars-ee’s shadow was there at
all it seemed only blend With, and lengthen Aiab’s.50

somitimes he keeps vigLls for Ahab. When the old man’s tired body goes down 

to rest in the cabin, the Parsee, a sym^Hc projection of hLs rind, watches 

for the White Wale at the man-mat. It is he who first sights the spirit

spout on the calm morrlight night "when all the waves rolled by like scrolls

48 Ibid., II, p. 260.

49 Ibid.

?° I^d., I1, p. 59.
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of silver . . . and a eilvery jet was seen far in advance of the white bubbles 

at the bow."^Howwevr, wienever Ahab orders a lowering, the spout disappears. 

Thhereater it is seen again, a jetting "into the clear oooaaight, or star

light." That this ippiaitian should be understood only by the spectral Feddl- 

lah is explained by Baird thus: "The element of the mraculous in the spirit

spout Moby Dick, as this phantom watches from his look-out, complements

the ^^ent of t^he iomoeaLU'able of Feddilih.,,52Ia ot^r woi^s, the immeasur

able fumbbing m.nd of Aiab’3 seeks so tenaciously to underst'ano all and is 

defiant when he fails to fathom the secret of God and the universe. All these 

sym^Hc incidents create the ima^e of a coeoPete identification between 

Ahab and Peddl^h. The Parsee shares Arab’s thought, iarticiiieea in every 

crisis in Ahab's life and goes before the old man as a pilot to the latter’s 

death.

Defiant and proud though Ahab is, he still has the ponderous heart 

which yearns for love. Wit-hou'C that, like MiLton’s Satan, Ahab wjuld be pure 

hate and vengeance. If Starbuck represents Ahab's conscience, his heart mo

derated by reason, Pip is an allegorical figure representing that part of 

Ahab’s personaa-ity which Ahab has repressed, the part which longs to be w.th 

the Divine Inert. He is the principle of love and faioiveaeas that, fully 

developed, would link Ahab with (G>d; Starbuck is the principle of euImalaty 

that links Ahab to his fellow men.

51 Ibid., I, p. 293.

52
Ishmael, p. 281.
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53In the mdst of asserting his ’’queenly personality", Aiab lets slip

the weariness of a life of rebellious defiance:

"But war is plin, ltd hatv is woe. Come in thy Lowest form 
of Love, und I wil kneel and kiss thee; but it thy highest, 
come ns mere supernal pleer; and though thou lnunchest navies 
of ftllffveightvd wolds, thvrv’s that in here that still rv- 
pits indlfferevn.""^

Though this revelation of the nvvd for Love is only mcrnmvtary, it is u glimpse 

of .ttiab’s souL, lvdcavd by the dry fire of hate. That is why hv could form 

such u touching relationship wth Pip, the black negro boy, who comes, in 

answer to his prayer, as the "Lowest fora of Lovv".

This negro boy is u dippele foil to the wihte titanic Ahab. For Ahab

is w^hteness ludketel, darkened by his hale und desire for vvngvancv, wih.lv

Pip is blackness made light. Ishmiel, the narrator, stresses this bright

aspect in the black boy:

Pip, though over-tendered, was it bottom very bright, wth 
that pleasant, joLLy brightness peccuiar to his
tribe; . . . this little black was brilliant, for vvvn black
ness has its brilliancy; behold yon Vtet^lts vOony, panelled 
in king’s cabinets. But Eip Loved Life, utd all Life’s peace
able svcuirtivs; . . . . •>

Howwvvr, Lacking the courage and frenzy necessary in such u "panti-striking
56 

business" us wihl-itg, his brightness is sadly blurred by this kind of Life,

util otv lvdriOlv experience of u castaway nt sen rvlvasvs this "brightness"

in him, for MeVvvile snys:

53 Moby Dick, II, p. 282.
54

Ibi .

55 Ibid., I^ pp. 165-166.

56 z
Ibid., II, p. 165.
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. . • ere long will be seen, what was tempoorrily subdued 
in him, in the end was -destined to be luridly Ulmined 
by strange W.ld fires.

Wen we lerrn tart it is from this hallowing experience tart the touching 

relationship between Ahab and Pip springs, snd that it is then that Pip 

asstmes a symbolic role of the love and forgiveness existing in human 

nature, then we understand that Meevvile is equating "love" with "brightness". 

The dark negro boy is ilUmiined by love whhle the whhte Ahab is darkened by 

hate.

Abandoned on the Wide ocern, Pip is "carried down rlive to" 

wonderrus depths, '.here strrnoe shrpes of the unwarped 
primrL world glided to rnd fro before hLs passive eyes; 
and the m.ser-merman, Wisdom, reverled his hoarded herps; 
snd smong the Joyous, heartless, eveer-juveime eternities, 
Pip ssw the muulitudinous, G^c^-<^nm^]ipee^f^e^t«, coral insects, 
thrt out of the firarment of water herved the colossal orbs. 
He sew tod’s foot upon the trerdle of the loom . , . .

It is r vision of evil — tho void rnd nothingness of life. The timid Pip’s 

reason and mind are lost in this m.shap, and what is left is his heart. It 

is true that he is insane, but his insanity is the wisdom of heaven. he ques

tions not, puzzles not, he only loves. Faradojdcally, it is the sight of his 

madness that elicits pity from Arab’s hardened heart: "Thou touchest my in

most centre, boy; thou art tied to me by cores woven of my heert-string. "59 

Ufootiurately, he does not let this cmppasion release the love there. He still 

lacks the humlity to 6ive in, to submt. he wll not let Pip’s philosophy 

of love cure "his mlrd/", becruse, “for this hut," he srys, " my roiledy

571bjd.

^bid.. pp. 169-170.

59Wd.. 11, p. 302.
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becomes my most desired heeLalI"6,YlI he wants to keep both — vengeance 

and love. So he plays, double-m.ndedly, wwth the idea of rip's beido captain , 

captain in Ahab's chair below, while Ahab is id cnbm^rdd on deck. But even 

the devoted Pip sees this delusion:

"No, no, coI ye have not a whole body, sir; do ye 
but use poor me for your lost leg; only tread upon 
me, sir; I ask no more, so I remain a part of ye. 
"They tell me, sir, that Stubb did once desert poor 
little Pip, whose drowned bones now show white, for 
all the blackness of liis living skid. But I will 
never desert ye, sir, as Otubb did him. Sir, I must 
go w.th ye.”
"If thou speakest thus to me m>re, Ahab*s purpose 
keels up id him. I tell thee no; it cannot be." 
"Oh good maser, rnmater, materl"
"Weep to, and I wil murder theel have a care, for 
Ahab too is mmcd "61

bo he clings to his "queenly persondity" and refuses to accept this "lowest

form of love" offered to him id the person of Pip.

Thus Ahab, who starts off on the Promethean task of striking through 

the pasteboard mask to find Truth, to "ind an explanation for the inscrut

able and intangible maigcCty ic the universe, to destroy evil, is attempting 

southing beyond human powwr. It is an understandably human qiest when

we realize his su'feric„ and his hu^m^Li^^iod. Yet id it he becomes in

human and mad. He igdores the Other side of the universe — the deity

principle, bbnCfestli ic the goodness and love and eombPr8ion ic the human 

heart. His fixed intent of hunting down the demonic principle

Ibid

60 Ibid., II, p. 316.

61
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only induces the demon to grow in his own soul, thus nniuImnnzing him. Howwevr, 

his tragic sense of fighting rtrin8t a ’’speechless, alrcnlnss powwr", a "per

sonified lmpaesootrity"Ogives him a heroic stature. There is heroim in this 

demonic nellrtcn, there is tragedy in this wotflUL mLcdines. Meirne, in creat

ing such a figure, is able to arouse in us awe, pity, and fear and also at 

times, admiation for Aiab. His own judgment can best be seen in what he 

wrote Haarthome concerning such a man as Ahab:

Bjy visible truth, we mean the apprehension of the absolute 
contid-tion of present things as they strike the eye o^ the 
man who fears them not, though they do their woost to 
him; — the man who, like Ruusia or^the Bri-tish Empare, de
clares himself a sovereign nature /"in himself "7 amid the 
powers of heaven, hell, and earth. He may perish; but so 
long as he edists he insists upon treating w.th all powers 
upon an equal basis. If any of the other powers choose to 
w-thst'and the secrets, let them; that does not impaar my 
sovereignity in m^sse^lf; that does not make me tributary.

As far as this part of the letter stands,we wooLLd think that Menlllle 

entirely approves of an absolute am such as that of Ahab who declares his 

"sovereign nature" amid the powers of heaven, hell and earth. Howwevr, the 

second hm of the letter amends the "inerli8m" of Ahab and offers the dis

enchanted view of a calm observer, Ishmal, who learns a ctmpprt^p.3nn truth 

based on embPrici^w. MeelUle continues the letter thus:

And perhaps, after all, there is no secret. Ve incline 
to think that the Problem of the Unnverse is like the 
Freemano*s secret, so terrible to all chilnret. It 
turns out, at last, to connist in a triangle, a m.alet, 
and an apron, — nothing morel he incline to think 
that God cannot explain His own secrett, and that He 
wordd like a little inform! tion upon certain atitti 
M-rnasef. We wotals astonish Him as much as He us. But
it is this Hein;-., o^ the mater; there lies the knot with 
which we choke ourselves. As soon as you say Me, a God 

62 Ibid.. II> P* 281
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a Nature, so soon you jimp off from your stool and 
hang from the beam. Yes, that word is the hangman. 
Take God out of the dictionary, and you would have 
Him in the street.^

As I have said both in the istrorsctirs and at the beginning of this 

chapter I wouLd do serious injustice to Meville and the imjpict of Moby 

Dick if I should leave out any treatment of Ishmmee's quest. To Ishmiel, 

the voyage on the Pequod is an education which partly fulfills his original 

designfbr emmarking on a queet. His wisdom woe and his realization and

acceptance human interdependence serve to collu^ter-anlasce A^h^t^’s madness 

and rejection of huManiy.

63 Jay Leyda, The Portable Melville, pp. 427-425, AprH 16 (?), 1551.
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- iv -

Let me then trace the mnauring process of Ishmael by ixandning a 

few passages in wild hr evaluates hi3 own experiences.

Thr Ishmael who first sets out on the Journey also cherishes a 

feud, for his "spLintered heart and maddened hands were turded against the 

woOfish worir"j64 hi is an iprlttea and Lonely mtai, without friend or kin, 

who is emnOtonnlly and waaiy unbalanced. Thr purpose of Us idtenara 

Journey is "praci of Ond". He sets out for the sea brcaapr it is there hr 

cad crntem^pL^^te the state of man, "mniatation and wwter beir^ wedded for 

ever."* 65 Thr ^1^ stop toward his reptrrntird to de human world is the 

comradeship hr forms with the cannibal qarrqare> (this is remndscent of the 

dunnying between TaJi and Jarl in aardi). Ironically, what has not

6^* Miby Dick, I, p. 62.

65 Ibid.. I, p. 3.

66 Ibid., I, p. 61.

fradd in the CChiHt-an woriLd, hr now fi^nus in this simple savage. AAter 

a ritual ceremony that birds them to brotherhood, a healing process is a]- 

ready taking place in his heart: hr begins to br sensitive of strange thirds 

and hr feels a melting witrdd him. Yet this chadgi takes place with IshmaeLs 

full understanding of the cannibaLiso in ' gueequeg. Hr is ready to perceive 

the rediimido quutvtiep in his "bosom friend" as hr 3ays:

You cannot hide the 3OU1 Through aLL his unearthly 
ttttoridgp, I thought I saw the traces of a simple 
honest heart; and in his large, drip eyes, fiery black 
and bold, there srrmrd tokens of a spirit that w^iuld 
anre a tarasadd 'ev^s.66

A arvilDiment id the heart has its corresponding broadening effect on the 
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m.nd. Ishmael is ready to accept the bright and dark as two principles 

existing in Queequeg. This is further seen on the boj^it from New Bedford 

to Nsatucket where <ueequeg shows the intensity of his instinctive love and 

h^ssi^^^it^y in his treatment of one of the passengers.

In the oonnke-rape scene, Ishmael reaches a realization of the inter

dependence and 1neeirelatioaaeii among human beings. To prepare for the 

stripping of the blubber, ^ueequefa is sent overboard to work on the slippery 

half submerged surface of the dead whhae; and a3 a means of iasuriao his 

safety, he is tied to one end of a rope and Ishmael on deck is attached to 

the other end. Any accidental slip on '•uueque6's part, if unchecked, wouLd 

cause the death of both men. Ishmael, the thinker, Uranoeiuaely sees this 

situation as symboic of the human canddtiaa:

do strongly and oeeapie^acally did I conceive of my situation 
then, that wile earnestly nntchiag his moHons, I seemed 
distinctly to perceive that my own individuality was now 
merged in a joint stock company of two; that my free will had 
received a moots! wound; and that another's mistake or misfortune 
micht plunge innocent me into ummerted disaster and death. 
Therefore, I saw that here was a sort of Uatereeau1m in Provi
dence; for its even-handed eqinty never could have sanctioned 
so gross an injustice. And yet still further ponderinc — whhle 
I Jerked him now and then from between the wna-e and the ship, 
which w^iuid threaten to jam him — still further pondering, I 
say, I saw that this situation of Mne was the precise situation 
of every mooral that breathes only, in most cases, he, one way 
or other, has this Siamese connection with a plurality of other 
maials.67

The final experience of the merging of his 1adiiiduaiity in eumaaaty takes 

place in the sie^naieetU-squeezUag scene. Sitting cross-legged on the deck 

with the other crew me^nObes, I^h^^t^Zl is engaged in squeezing the solid lumps 

of sperm into fluid. Here we see that the event is s^bbUc of the necessary

67 Ibid., II, pp. 48-49 
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thawing of the hardvtvd heart into onv overflowing with meeting affection. 

And in the process of bathing his hands in those soft, gvntlv gLobules of 

sperm, hv is transported to u musky meadow, flrottlino alL about thv horrible 

oath, free from all iL^L^-^^i^i^ZL, or petulance, or mlL.ce. Hv only wants to 

kvvp on squeezing, is taking his co-labourers' hinds for the gentle globules. 

"An ^omding, affvctioaatv, fritedlt, Voving fvevinf>"gg ^rvates his heart. 

Thv narrator, the new Ishmael, Looks back on this experience and realizes 

that man pput not Look to nature or the intellect for felicity. Thv only 

happiness is found in surrendering ourselves to HaaWhalne'e "paagetic chain 

of auilnttt,,g9 in pacing our 'ove :in the teman wwi-ld.

Howwvvr, the mere healing of his "elliett^td heart" woifd turn hip

into u sentimental Starbuck. There 13 the toucher wisdom that has to Ov 

achieved "in the heart of deepest perils und within the angry vddyit6s of 

u wihle’s angry flukee."70 in -he fit-making scene, hv watches the rhythmic 

interplay of the fixed warp, his own ehuttlieg hind placing the woof, and 

■.■uuequug'e "ipppusive, indifferent sword" absently totling the woof "slanting

ly or crookedly, or strongly, or w^f^l^k^y." He sees it as nt image of human life: 

this savage’s sword, which thus finally ehalve and 
fashions both warp and wood; this easy, indifferent sword must 
Ov chance, aye, caaecv, free will, and necessity — no w-sv 
iecop^plible — all inteweiving workito together. Thv straight 
warp of etcet8itt not to Ov swerved from ils uLtiite courae — 
ils every llttrealieg vibration, indeed, only tending to that, 
free will still free to ply her eauttlt Ovtetvt given threads;
and chance, though restrained in ils pLay within the right Viete

68 Ibid., II, p. 171.

g9 "Ethie Brand", in Howwrd i-ltunford Jones and otters, vds., Manor 
Anpticle Writers (New York, 1952), p. 574.

70 Moby Dick, II, p. 218.
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of necsess-ty, and sideways in its moHona directed by 
free wil, though thus prescribed to by both, chance by 
turns rules either, and has the last featuring blow at 
events.

This metaphysical sp^ClJ.atilf is slbbta^tirted by practical education. In

the mdet of his thinking, chance nr fate steps in when the appearance of

a whhle and the necessity of lowering for it force Ishmael to drop the "bi^a^l 

of free will". Moreover, in this pBrilns first hunt, Ishmael nearly meets 

his death. The lesson of the limLtrtilf of free will is compete. The m^ing 

of his will illustrates his acceptance of chance or Fate and his way of en- 

aonte^ifb it. This is his wisdom, but a wisdom leaning more to woe.

In the try-works episode, he gives a direct account of his achieve

ment of this wisdom of woe. One evening as he stands at the helm of the

Pe iuod and gazes tatl the blazing fires in the oven, he becomes fascinated 

by the dancino flames and is lost in a trance. He is only waked by a swing 

of the tiller and discovers that in his desire to study the flames he has 

turned around to the oven w.th his back to the prow and comppss. He could 

have caused the Pegud’s destruction. This horrifying experience meaces him 

cry out in wanning:

Look not too long in the face of the fire, 0 man. Never 
dream with thy hand on the helml Turn not thy back to the 
cunppss; accept the first hint of the hitching tiller, be
lieve not the trtLftatal fire, when its redness makes all 
things look ghaatly. To-morrow, in the natural sun, the 
skies will be bright; those glared like devvis in the forking 
flames, the mojm will show in far other, at least gentler, 
relief; the ollttlls, golden, glad sun, the only tree lamp — 
all others but liars’. '2

This seems to argue for an optim-stic acceptance of life and the

71 tbLd.. p. 270.

72 Ibid., II, p. 181. 
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assurance of joy, let Meelvile firmly believes in the amOaLgSties of life 

and so he hurries on to another correction, the existence of darkness and 

evil:

Nevvetheless the 6un hides not Virginia’s bism&l Swamp, 
nor Rome’s accursed Cammra1na, nor wide Sahara, nor ml 
the !rOllirss of miles of deserts and of rrLef3 beneath 
the moon. The sun hides not the ocean, which is the 
dark side of this earth, and which is two-thirds of this 
earth. So, therefore, that mooral man who hath more of 
joy than sorrow in him, that mmot,al man cannot be true — 
not true, or undeveloped.73

So the true wisdom, as Solomon said, is the rrcr(g^stirs of more woe than 

joy in this life. Howwevr, the ureat obsession with woe such as Aiab’s 

is can be turned into maineas. Neether does Mel^vi.le advise us against 

rhilrsnrhical speculation. A certain amotuit of thinking must be done by 

each man in order to meet the bewildering r’sZ2ZLes in life.

Ishmael achieves an acceptance of a natural order and a human order 

whose very natures are fearfully ambiguous. The truth he attains in the 

end is the duulity of bom and e^a.l, exemorifier by the very wh^ifeness of 

the wheae. It is no use to try to strike through the blank, frrstless paste

board mmak. He decides to accept the emOaigSiies of life and the necessity 

of the istrr,rrlatOonshir of human beings. He must resist e^l^l without try

ing to destroy it, to accept its existence without ssrresrerLSi to its dad-nance 

He will respond to the "mongseic chain of humnsty" without losing his own 

isdiiiduseity. His way of wisdom, as Bowen terms it, is "armed seuSraeity".74

Ishmae’s wisdom, ac cured through this voyage, renders him the only

73 Ibid.

74 Merrin Bowen, The Lon^ Incounter (Chicago, I960), p. 235 
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one who can be saved ic the end. He went to sea ic order to medicate upon 

the wooId and its occupants and he has attained "peace of mind" by this 

passive subimssion. This wisdom that is woe is exemmpified id the very 

mmans of his survival, a liee-buoy made out of a coffin. It is through 

the purging of hia anger and grimneas, through the death of his foi-mer Life, 

that Life comes. Tiis means of survival is provided by the cannibal who 

first restored him to hwmnCty. Add on the coffin is carved a version of 

the "hieroglyphica!" tattoos on ^ueequeg, containing the Truth of the universe 

and Life; however, undecipherable to either ..ueequeg or Ishmia!l. The wide 

is sy^tbiHc of the rmbiiguiils id and the myytery of Life. It is Aihh's un

willingness to accept these ambi^uui^ies and byyterils that leads him to be 

drawn into the vortex, a symbol of ^^t^j^-el^udi^dg Truth, and it is Ishmaels

resignation to such abb-v^r.ence id Life that saves him
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- v -

With Ishnnm’s view of the universe and Life in iid.na, I shall in 

this section attempt to show how the Whhtr Whae, the neater symbol, gives 

us the summaim of the theme of the book. I do not propose to study Moby 

Dick in isolation as it would only tease me out of m.nd. oince the novel 

is told in the person of Melvvile-Ishmael, I think it is valid to try to 

explain Moby Dick with Ishraal's att^iui.^ae as a oui'e. That is, the Whhtr 

WWhle is a symbol of the notary of the universe and life, a oyytery that is 

beyond human com>pehle^sird. Hr symnbrizep the ubiquity of eZl; yet at the 

same tine, hr contains in hinnelf the deity principle to relieve this dark 

vision of iniquity. If hr symnbrizep God, it is neither a CChi8tind God of 

love, nor a God of Evil as some critics think, but an indifferent God, whose 

existence MelLvile suspects but refuses to accept. Id short, Moby Dick is 

a symbol of the nmbguaty of God.

This imaor of the wnane,p mysPerirasdeps and nm^o^^u<^^^l^l^ess is b^uit 

up on several levels: the physscal (the chapters on the physiognomy and 

physiology of the bpim WWhae); the myth0 al (Chapter 41, in which the history 

and Legend of the 6reat Whhtr Whhle is narrated), and the religious or phU- 

osophhcal, in Ahab's sirgLe-minded and alnwnvvridg of him. I shall

deal with these three levels and show how each enhancis Moby Dick's pynk^o^ric 

value.

The great Whhti WWhlr who rises from among "the unspeakable foundations, 

ribs, and very pelvis of the woold", "the largest inhabitant of the globe",

75 ibid., I, p. 169.
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is an archetypal opera Whae. Though Moby Dick hi^elf ^ly ameers on

the days, Is^h^f^^1 ei1ea to create an imabe of him in the vaiuoua

cel^]^teeia on the pty^o^nxm’ and physi^ogv of the Sperm Whae. In all these

cliajrters, descriitioa is intewavea with oeeapph3scal siecuuatioa and aftea, 

owing to the Sperm /haae's bulk and comoi1eX.ty, lseooae-MeeviUle despairs 

of his abb-lity to understand the fish. He concludes then by calling him a 

’’profound and ponderous" creature — too profound for the human mnd.

This is of course deliberate, as Meeivile intends the Leviathan to be a 

symbol of the m^y^s^iery of the universe. His 1aibil1ey to arrive at a camoP1te, 

true picture of the Sperm bhhle is an indication of the iopioaSUi1ity of 

unravelling Truth — "Unless you own the w^h^le, you are but a provincial and 

seatiooeneiiae in Truth. clear Truth is a thing for salamander giants

only to encoiuiner; how smai the chances for the provincials then?"??

Every feature of the tpem Whle presents an insoluble riddle. The

front of the head is a "dead, bland," "impregnable, waiaJuriile" wall of a

boneless, tough elastic envelope. Howwevr, behind it, lies a mass of t/romend-
’ a

aua life — "the e•saical, ..ung-cel-^ eoneycambi",0 of oil. Below the h^d,

there is no face

for you see no point precisely; not one distinct feature 
is revealed, no nose, eyes, ears, or mouth; no face; he 
has none, proper, nothing but the one broad fimament of 
a forehead^^

To intensify the sym^Hc m^f^i^n.ng of the whai's mo3aeriou8aess, the brow

76 Ibid., II, p. 116.

77 Ibid., II, p. 71.

78 ibidII, p. 70.

77 Ibid., II, pp. 82-83.
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is "pleated with riddles." The monster's body is al3o "obliquely crossed 

and re-crossed with numbbriLess straight rmrks is thick array." Both pleats 

and crossings are described as "^h.ernblyp^i^<^i^l". Sn even if the whhle, 

"the m.ghhost animated mass that has survived the flood", coming from the 

very bottom of the seas of time, may have contained in itself the knowledge 

of the misery of the universe, it still maantains a "pyraimiical silence."^ 

Amain, the subsidiary symbols Meeiille delineates to reinforce the 

maaser symbol are the fountain and the tail. In describing the spout of 

the Sperm Whsae, he deliberately plays on the riddlino question of "whhther 

it is the mere vapour of tlie exhaled breath, or whhther that exhaled breath 

is mixed with taken in at the mouth, and discharged through the

spiracle. "OJ- After citino many examples to prove that it can be one or the 

other, Meevvile concludes in a monCkhhyerbonlcal and half-serious tone, by 

calling it "mat" and com meres it to the "3rmiVi3i01r steam" that is said 

to rise from PLato, Pyrrho, the Deell, Jupiter, Dante when these are in the 

act of thinking deep thoughts. The sy^t^ollic mmaning of the fountain then

is part and parcel of the major symbol — the Whhte Whhle — the m^tery of 

the universe.

The tail of the bperm Whale is also an example of the ambbvalence 

that lies in the nature of things. It possesses immense beauty and harmony— 

"In no living thin, are the lines of beauty more exquuiitely defined than 

in the crescentic borders of these Hutes."* 81 82 83 Its aimzing stren^h paradoadcalg

80 Ibid., II, p. 83, passim.

81 Ibid*, i i , p. ni4.

82 Ibid., II, p. 116.

83 Ibid.. II, p. 118.
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tedlee its fLexions with exceeding grace. Hoowver, the gentleness

of the immense flukes con Ov u pv^a^s^r«^less crush and crash that shtter 

both men und boats.

It all descriptions of t'rese physical parts of thv opera M ilv, 

Meevvile often stresses ils "dignity" und "sublimity", ils divine qulitivs, 

and in the same breath, states its demonic aspects, its ferociousness, its 

dvstructi7eevee. These two principles of the teivtdee ire described is onv 

entity in thv Opera Whivv: "For in the brvit opera ’WhUe, this high and 

fighty god-like dignity inherent in the Orow so iPImveelt amplified, that 

gazing on it, in that full front view, you fvvl the DjV^'ty und the drvad 

powers more forcibly than in beholditc any other object in Living nature."84

As inOy Dick is in archetypal opera Whlvv, w^«^t is true of the opera 

Whhlv is also true of the White Whhie. The image of thv indivisibility of 

good and evil, of the demonic and the deity principles, is again reinforced 

Oy the Lvlvndady history und in p^rticuLar, the colour of M>by Dick.

Some critics think Moby Dick's imimrtality and ubiquity make him a 

deity symbol 0^1^’ these attributes are usually associated with God; others 

who see him is u dvple symbol suggest that these qulitivs represent thv 

reality of ’7^. The very fact that both schools of critics are dilMt in

dicates that Moby Dick is ictur'lLy u symbol of the mpysery of the universe. 

For is u sym^l he has two levels of mmanitg — that of u beneficent force, 

ltd that of u mlignant, death-dealing one. This dualistic roVv is strongLy 

mainies-ed in his whiteness, thv one distinguishing imrk.

B4 Iijd., II, p. 82.
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Witeness as a colour containing pol:r-values of Oood and evil is 

entirely Melvitle’s own creation. There are two methods of using colour 

symbolism. One is by taking its traditional mmeaiing as most colours have 

tieir own symbooic associations. Tie second method is by joining a colour 

to a particular object and mkinb it take on the ramaning of that object. 

Melville in creating his individual white colour symbolism resorts to both 

methods. This is seen in ford! where the whiteness of Yillah is the first 

symbol that endows her with divinity — a traditional association of white. 

Then in a different incident MeiVlle turns white into a symbol of death and 

sterility. The three sons of Aleema hurl such words at Taji: "Oh murddrerl 

w^iite curses upon theel Bleached by thy souL with our iatel . . Howewr,

because tie two meeaiinos are projected onto different objects, tie dualism 

in white does not make an impact on this reader. In Moby Dick, MeeiVlle in

tentionally brings these two meanings together and projects them onto one 

object, thus making it contain the polar-values of 6ood and eVl. This dual

istic symbol is biu.lt up in the chapter on "The w^ilteness of the Whiae".

He keeps the traditional association of white with divinity and then ransacks 

nature and the human world for the ne6ative values. He begins by unexpectedly 

statirg that there is a "myytical and weU-high ineffable horror" 0 " that the 

w^iiteness of tie while aw^l^t^ns in his souL. He knows it is unusual and so 

proceeds to explain ^mas^f. Tie whole tone of tie chapter is unbalanced as 

he stresses more tie negative aspects of w^iits. One reason I offer for this 

is that tie "dark" vision of white is a private i^maoe M1l^v]^:1i wsalts to create.

Mardi, I, p. 356.

86 Ibii«> I» p. 234.
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Moot of us ere inclined to associate wwite with the traditional po stive 

values of royal preem-nence, gladness, innocence, >enigni'ty, maaesty,

87divine sp^tlessaess, and saatedfess. ' So he sees little need to oo into 

that aspect though he uses two examples from nature — the albatross and 

the whhte steed — to reinforce the rsslcirtL.la of whhteness with divinity. 

The albatross, he says, ’’sails into our imaginetion accomppnied by clouds 

of spiritual wonderment and pale dread. " . Then in the footnote he relates 

a personal experience whereby the whiteness of the first albatross he saw 

muses in him a sense worship:

A3 Abraham before the Woels, I bowed myseef; the whhte 
thing was so wwhte, its wifle 30 wide, and in those for 
ever exiled waaers, I had lost the miserable warping 
memories of traditions and towin.g9

The wtliLte steed of the prairies polseeses the dignity of a thousand

ooh ^^3; he is an "imperai", "arciangieic,l appp^^^ of an ,,1^lf‘allef woold". 

Because of his "sppritual wWitefess", Melvvile adds, he is "clothed wth 

divi.fefess" and to the Indians is consequently an object of ,,wolthip",
QO"reverence and awe".." He commands worship and at the same time "a certain 

nameless t"trlr.l, Howwvvr, in both ifstaLfale, the "pale dread" and "awe" 

alluded to are not to be equated with the demonic principle. It is the awe 

and dread aroused by the fuling of the oighiiflss and the ooseerllls grandeur 

of the divinity. * 39

Ibid., I, pp. 235-236, passim.

88 Tid.. h p. 236

39 Ibid., I, p. 237, footnote.

^id., I, pp. S3?-273, passim.
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Having thus strengthened the power of white’s association Wth 

divinity, he returns again to analyze the colour’s ne ative appeal, pointing 

out that there are other instances "where this whhtenefls loses aLl that 

accessory and strange glory whiW invests it in tte w^i^'te steed and albatross. 

He cites mmy examples from the human world; the Albino is so repulsive to 

normal man, he agrees, because of his unnatural "all-pervading whhteness." 

Nature invests Whiteness with "the crowning attribute of the terrible" in 

the case of the "c,a-mtleted ^hoslt of the bouthem Seas", the White SquuH. 

Anooher symbooic association for the colour is with death, impHcitty in the 

last two examples quoted and explicitly when Melville m^nntLons the pallor of 

the dead, the colour o' the shroud, ghosts ridino in "a mk-white fog", and 

death himmeef, the king of terrors, riding on a pallid horse.

In all these exammles, the sym^Hc value of the colour is derived 

frcm association with the object; Mevvi^le then olves instances where the 

negative appeal remains although the object is now not terrible. He suppo^s 

this theory by citing the Whitslmtide pilgrims, White Friar, and White Nwn; 

all these things are capable of rousing in man fear and awe because of theer 

whiteness alone. This negative appeal he finally attributes to the instinct 

of the knowledge of denonism in the world.

As he continues to explore the meaning of the colour whhte, he becomes 

more aware of its inde finiteness. So he can only inconclusively admit its 

essential duality:

but not yet have we resolved the incantation of this 
whiteoe8e, and learned why it appeals with such power 
to the soOL; and more strange and far more portentous —

91 ibid., p. 235
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why, as we have seen, it is at onci the mo3t moaning 
symbol of spiritual things, ray, thi very veil of the 
CCiIstian's Deity; and yet shraVa br as it is, thi 
intensifying agent in things and the most appalling 
to ina^ind.92 93 93

92 Ibid., I, p. 243.

93 Ibid., I, p. 228.

Then he let3 slip a tragic doubt — which he is going to confira in Pierre — 

that perhaps there is no meaning at OLl; for the white colour is in essence 

not so much a colour as the visible absence of colour, he even Goes further 

to reveal a suspicion that the whole palsied universe has been formed in fright. 

Howevvr, MeelVlle-Ishmael forewarns any seeker of the Ultimate. He calls such 

a one a "wretched infidel", refusing to wear coloured or colouring

glasses, who only gaze himself blind at the dazzlinG shroud of wihtte^<^i5s.

If we recall Ishmael'a later acceptance of the ambbiguty in the natural and 

human world, and his acquisition of a wisdom of woe, we realize that his 

"philosophical" outlook is the "coloured or colouring glasses" that he ad

vocates for life in this world w.'th its twco-thirds of darkness and one-third 

of light.

Moby Dick the Whitr WWhle naturally takes on the pymnbric moaning of 

its own colour. His inherent duaLiso is imnnrain<ely made apparent in the 

passage describing his features. Hr is said to havi'fa iecrH.iar prrw-wWhtr 

wrinkled forehead, and a high, pyrtmndacal whhte hump."

Thr rest of his body was so streaked, and spotted, and 
mrhled with the same phrradid hui, that, in thr erd, hr 
had gained his distinctive tipielatird of the zhiti Zhhae, 
a rami, indeed, Literally' Justified by its livid aspect, 
when seir gliding at high noor, through a dark blue sea, 
Leaving a m-ky-way wake of creamy foam, all spangLed with 
golden gleamings
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The beauty of the scene as the great Wilts Whale glides through a dark blue 

sea at noon", leaving a "milky-way wake of creamy foam, all spangled with 

t,olden ^learnings" is unddniabls. It is a heavenly, deiflc sioht; yet Mellllle 

also says that the whole bojy is "marbled", and hi3 Whiteness is a "shrouded 

hue ".

The same ambbvalence occurs in Ishrmal's first sight of Moby Dick.

A gentle joyousness — a im.ghty mildness of repose in 
swiftness — invested the gliding whhae. Kot the whhte 
bull Jupiter swimming away with ravished Europa clingina to 
his graceful horns; . . . did surpass the glorified Whte 
W^hle as he so divinely swam.94

and

. . . through the sireni tranquuilities of the tropical sea, 
waves whose hand-clappinoS were suspended by exceeding 

rapture, Moby Dick moved on, Still withholding from sight the 
full terrors of his submerged trunk, entirely hiding the 
wrenched hideousness of his jaw.95

This juxtaposition of its graceful motions and "wrenched" hideous, deformed 

jaw affirms its dualism. Mellvili continues to ^{^11x1 the apparent and 

enticing serenity, but again not without qualification, for hi says this 

serenity is but thi "vesture of tornadoes". The whole pattern of symbolism 

suggests a promise of life; but it suggests as well that thiri is always 

the lurking presence of death. Ahab is obsessed wth thi ne^ti-vi quuaifica- 

tion and wilfully ignores thi imp^ca^on of thi positive value. Ishmael is 

able to see both, though sorrowfully aware of the preponderance of the negative 

values. Ebbacing the divine and demonic aspects of the universe and forever 

eluding thi effort of whalers, Moby Dick stands as a symEl of the reality of 

thi natural and human world: a reality that is beyond moota. combpehhnsitn.

94 Ibid., I I , p. 334.

95 Ibid.
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PIERRE; OR.THE AMBIGUITIES

- i -

After Moby- Lick, turned to the krakeng — a moonser of

profounder habitation than any Leviathan: he wrote Pierre, which he sub- 

titeed The Abijuitiea. Moot critics and readers have suggested and afareed 

that IshmseL-’■^elviile bed captured the Moby Dick of his m.nd, for he had 

arrived at an objective equilibruim at the end of the voyage. B>th I'delvUe 

and Pierre, however, failed to capture the kraken. .Perre, the book, (to use 

Meevilie's own comnmnt on the nature of the Plotinus PHni-mmon pammhllt, 

"Chrononbtricals and HooooOjLLca.s',2) is an excellent illustration f a pro

blem without oivi^nt, a solution of the problem. When it appeared in 1852, 

Mel^vi^^le was swamped with ievaststisg critiCm. The contem^Tcy reviews 

of Moby Dick had already shown the critics' dislike of "the bonoalzis0 and 

the extravagant, darlnt, sprculatnon"g in the book. Evert Duyckinck had called 

it "the iiracticsl running down of creeds and opinions" and had warned Melville 

thus: "We do not like to see whht, under my view, must be to the world the 

83

1 I 2 3n a letter to Haafthorne, written 3lortly aHer ^e hubiicstinn of 
Moby Dick, Me^lle wr^e: "As Ioso as we have anything more to do, we have 
done nothin*. So now let us add Moby Dick to our blessing, and step from that. 
Leviathan is not the bluest fish; — I have heard of Krakenn."
(Met^aa^lf, Cycle and Epicycle, p. 129, quoted in Stem, The Fine foamered Steel, 
p. 151.)

2
■ Cf. to p.109 of this chapter.

3 Jay Leyda, The 'Meviile Lo*, I, p. 437•
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most sacred rsslcirtiofs of life vlllatld and defaced.'^ Meelvile siios to 

have taken no heed of such wwamLno and to have gme on wilting precisely as 

he pleased. He even discarded the structural imacinery — the sea — that 

made Moby Dick acceptable, for in Pierre, he turned his back upon the sea and 

produced a nearly landlocked book. And in subject irater, he violated further 

the creeds and opinions of the aontlm]p)rars woold.

In the lioht ox’ the conveefiofal lit er ary fashion and the m^lty of

the theme as veil as the ambiguous tone of the narrator, I find the contempor

ary reviewers, though unduly severe in most caels, were not whoHy unfultifi"d 

in their clndl^mnailn of Pierre. The reviewer of the Booton Post called it 

the "craziest fiction extant" and continued in the same deprecatory tone by 

srstfg "The amount of utter trash in the volume is almost inftfitl — trash 

of conception, execution, dialloUl and sentiment. . . ."5 The Southern 

uua^r^ Rbv.vw sa^ ttat Herman m1vv11i had gone "clean da ft"4 * 6. George 

Duyckinck oave a more penne^ting atttinul of the book:

4 nOLd.

$ Jay Leyda, Tin MeblHle bog, I, p. 455 •

6 Ibid. p. 462.

The most Lmaolal rmral of the st^ory, if it has any 
mc>ral at ail, sums to be the i.mPrraiccc01ity of virtue; 
a lur'inc de’.moncal spectre of an ldlr svvos to be peering 
at us through the dim obscure of tnis book, and mcrcking 
us with this dismal falsehood. Mr. »MlvVtle’e chapter on 
"Chhoof>lt:mtrtcale ana HoltOooitars," if it las any mtanino 
at all, simply means that v-rt^ue and rlliitln are only for 
cods and not to be att<mpted by m^n, but ordinary novel 
readers will nev- r unkennel this loathoooe elo0letL.ln. The 
stagnant pool at the bottom of which it lies, is not too 
deep for their penetration, but too muddy, foul, and 
corrupt. . . .
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Why, . . . , does hv allow his mind to rut riot amLd 
remote analogies, where the ctein of association is in
visible to mortal minds? Why d«te hv oivv us inclatdeeces 
of thought, in infelicities of Laeguijt?7

These questions that puzzled the readers and critics of MeVville,e 

time ire now partly answerable when we approach Pierre with u knowledge of 

mmdem psychology. Meevvile, w^r^ting two generations before peychalOoists 

like Juto ltd Freud, forestaLled them Oy his delineation, often very con

fused though it wwi,! the subtle working of the unconscious in the human 

mind. If wv take some of the characters as eaudo>ey projections of Pierrv's 

conniictin0 mitd, we cun ul Least un<lerstanl or Ov reconciled to their 

ilUusiveeee.s und to their fluctuating natures. Bevides, we havv amassed 

Piet facts about 146’^11’ the inan, thv eedtvd and the thinker and these facts 

help us to rend the trUogy, Mandi, Mooy Dick, and Pierre as u record of a 

questino mind which was obsessed with philosophical questions of the 'universe, 

the human world und the individual mind. His e1tiit habit of brooding and 

his essentially "dark" mind invvitiilt Led to rve^.latilee of darker truths 

that rvpel moot renders who seek solely for eettrtaanmtet in fiction. More

over, without u deep insight into thv "tragic vision1' of Meevvilv ss portrayed 

in itardi. and Moby Dick, it is difficult to tike Pierre, with ILL its nIrPiggUtite 

in isolation, and to attempt to penne-rate the "dim obscure of this dirk book." 

Il is uederstnnlablt that, in the nbetnct of psycholo^d! knowledge und 

biographical information, the cottepJPJrady reviewers shouLd direct crushing 

attacks it the book.

7 IOld., p. 458.
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Even in modern iritictm, that is, tie criticism written after tie

MeeiVlle revival in the 1920’s, Herre, by most critic! standards, is a 

"botched book",8 tie moot pain fully tlliOoniitioned book ever to be produced 

by a first-nte mind", 0 "an artistic failure". O Howevvrl all the critics 

find that it has other redeeming mme^s: it is a m)3t penneratino presentation 

of tie mind of an idealist, it reveals tie deep-seated problems in beevlile's 

mind, and in the context of Melville's other writinw, we see Melville's 

patterns o' recurrent symbols used with deliberation in Herre. In this 

sense, he is a forerunner of tie Sjynbboiut

® Richard Chase, Herman MeevVlle, p. 5«

9 ArrVln, bcrman p. 219.

R^niaLd Maon, ^he Spirit Above tie iunt (London, 1951 J, p. 153.
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- it -

As far as its theme is concerned, Pierre has aers, as /.alson had 

^edict’d,H a ^ppy hlu^tiSo ground for ^ychooantysts. Its textural rL.chnrss 

has given rise to nummrous differing explications: it has bm treated as an 

es1trairgIrarhicnv (fociaw’t;^ -t has ^en analyze £3 "recor'd of a im-nd

H e. L. Grant Watson, "Melville’s Pierrr", Nh _ III (1930) 195-234.

12 Raymond ..eaver, Herman eerlillr, pp. 342-344; Henry A. Mguray, ed., 
Pierre; or Th’ /A^milLgSties (New York, 1949J, PP* xxi-xx

H Richard Cbaee. Herman Mevillr, pp. W3-I41.

12 Sedgwick, Th A Tragedy of ^nd (Canmbidge, 1944), pp. 137-172.

Newton Aravin, Herman Meliilr, pp. 219-225.

in t^he act of wthdrawwl";;U it has bem rxrlrrri as h^tory of the ^s-

ilSuins]mest of a youthful idealist and the resulting changes in his rrrson- 

elity;;U -t has ^’n ’x^in^ as a stu^ -s the "tragic, or srmetimes trigic- 

cornc, but Ls any case the ironic, n•^OaogSty of Lir^nist absolutism.1,15 

The e£Lstascr of the autobiographical elements -3 irrefutable, though I can 

hardly crnirne the rEL■n3tekisg effort expended in malchino every character, 

incident, and setting in the book w.th corrr3prniisg ones in Melville’s 

lL^te — his family, his relatives, his friends, and the surrounding areas 

of the pleces he ’1^. 1 am more isclisri to take Sedgwick and Arrin’s 

approach to the theme: the tragic dLsL.VSuinnmnrnt of an idealistic ebsonuSi3t, 

as a result of the ambinsities met in his ea.srlsti3m; but, I would mke this 

eiditins: Pierre is a contiss^ltirs of the search rrosrcUtrd in Moby Dick — 

this time not for an enemy, but rather for an ideal, not the vague Ideal of 

Taji, but a definite espousal of Virtue. In theme, flrne is nn expansion 

of Midi, and nn extension of Moby Dick. * 12
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In the present chapter, I shall explore MeevVile's treatment of this 

quest theme — his diving into the stmtm. of the jester's subconscious and 

his emphasis on the aInbOt,grties it. human actions. T e concept of life arrived 

at in tie end by the hero is a denial of any ultbbltl reality. That is, 

P-erre sees the futility of moral differentiation between Virtue and Vice 

because he has found, in his actions, that Virtue and Vice are Interchange

able. Thus he is inevitably led to a negation of all moral values. Virtue 

and Vice are two shaiowt of a Nothin^ XeeiVlle, as ti ii naLrator, win^ts to 

insist on the concept that Virtue and Vice are inseparable and that they forgi 

tie reality. Vet ownL to his failure to keep connsstently to the distance 

between himself and the ncrrator and Fiem, t 0.e ...in character, the riltinition 

between them gradually disappears and he is trapped by this own idlati^on. Tie 

order-destroying despair of Pierre engulfs the narrator when the cobmbntaa’ilt 

become ambiguous and irresolute in tone.lb

The abbOt)urty is fully lmbo^.Uli in tie two fluctuating sym>bls — 

Lucy and Isabel. ^iese two women figures — tie Driijit blonde and the dark

lady — are not static tymbolt as their colour, by traditional association, 

would seem to surest. They are not ionrtstlntly equated with Good and EvVl.

There are also two patterns of imagery — i8]d<nret-in-ligit, and li6ht- 

in-darkness — that •'iIvUIi uses to illustrate his concept of the oneness of 

Good and EvVl, Virtue and Vice.

16 I_am inieotei t,o Murray Krie6er, /^ln Tragic Vjsion (New York, I960), 
pp. 195-196 / for this idea which I have expanded with an additional critical 
impression of my own after repeated ^64^^ of Pierre.
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- iii -

Now briefly for the story before I proceed with any detailed ex- 

ilicsiinn of the theme and symtolism.

Pierre U_l^i^<^ji^j^2inu, a sensitive ana isirlligrsi youth of nineteen, 

is the son and heir of e haughty, wael^y widow living in feudal comort on 

an ancer3rsl country estate. He is also en^ag^ to the angelic Lucy Tartan, 

Ihe story opens in June, and the woola of saddle Meauows is fresh and green. 

By alanar Pierre attends one evening a sewing party with his ^^16^ when 

his name is announced, ilror is a scream, and a oirl faints. Later Pierre 

has a chance to observe the gLrl, who is lovely and dark. Mrs. Glendinning 

decides, a3 symptoms of u^rr^j^it &row in Pierre, that his marisge to Lucy shall 

be no longer delayed, ohe announces her decision to him. As Pierre goes to 

Lucy’s house in the even^o to tell her, he is suddenly accosted by a stranger 

bearing a letter for lie. After a significant debate whether to read this 

mmsserious epistle or to destroy it, Pierre returns to H3 room and opens it. 

It is from the dark girl, who 3ays her name io Isabel and that she ie h.s half

sister, the ilregitibstr daughter of Pierre's father.

Pierre, stunned by the news, rushes forth into the night. When he 

SoS-s returns to Us ^^1^, he has resolved not on ' y to see Isabel but also 

to take her forever under his protection. On the following nights he has 

isteivrews with Isabel, during which she te113 him the m^yst^rious tale of her 

life. Bilieving her, Pierre realizes that to reveal her true identity would 

be too severe a blow for his proud mooher, who, "fashioned by an infinite 

laughlisass, moid/ded by a hau^ty wo old, ans further finished by a haughty 

R.t^t^asl'"^g would never saknnwleigr ^stol.

gpierre, p. L25*
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He decides to do the "honourable thing" by her — by pretending thst he and 

Isabel have already biir maried. To this pLar Isabel agrees. go Pierre 

goes to till Lucy, who in•nniaaaely collnisep, and then to his noOher, who 

orders him out of her sloht. Cast of , but feelino hinnelf the champion of 

absolute Virtue, Pierre takes Isabel (along with an unfortunate young tiiil 

named Delly who has borrr an megi-inat. chid and has biin ordered to 

Leave baddie Meadows) and sets out for the city.

Af,er a dark and frightening reception id the city, Pierre finds 

rooms for hinself and the two girls in a build-no caLled the AA^st-is, on 

the lower part of the ipltna. Herr Pierre, who during his former golden 

days in the country had written sentioeedal verses, decides to wwite now in 

earnest and out of the profundity of his experiences to "gospelize the world 

ariw." Hr also hopes by means of writiio to suppjrt his household, now in 

condationp of pinching poverty.

Cut off from Saddle Meadows, hr nevvrtaelepp hears the dews of his 

noOher's death and of the estate's passing into the hands of his cousin, GLrn 

Stanley. Then in the m.dst of m.sery, hr is more than elated to 1.1X1 that 

Lucy, divining some untold reason bihind his actions, is com.ng to join his 

household. Howwver, it is not without n struggle with her family that shi 

takes up residence at the Apiostes. Pierre, whose nnrdal balance has in the 

meantime become precarious, is called a cheat by his cousin and Lucy's 

Oiotavr. Tortured by growing doubts as to the truth of Isabel's origin, Pivrrv 

finally noets Glrn onr day on the street and murders him. Hv is imprisoned 

in a ^^i^€^c^Onl^ike cell, where Lucy and Isabel v.sit him. Lucy suddenly dies 

there on hearing Isabel call Pierre brother, and Isabel and Pierre commit 

suicide wth poison.
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Since ambiguiiies and mysories abound in Pierre, it is easier to
18trace thi theme by dividing thi plot into three phases. In thi first phase 

Pierre’s ideas about virtue ari definite and nobli(though ^1^111, by means 

o^ an exuberantly satirical style, impresses the reader with the falsity of 

Pierre's naivety and lack o^ any experience or even awareness of grief and 

woe); he is absolutely clear in his rind about the plan he must follow. This 

phase ends when he is disowned by his mooher and leaves with Isabel for the 

city. The second phase opens when Pierre accidentally finds and reads the 

dilapidated Plotinus PHni-mmon prInbPilt, ^Chroncobtricals and HorolOooials", 

in which pure virtue is declared inappropriate for human society and a precd— 

cal compra^^r of "virtuous expediency" is recommended. By studying the pam

phlet and by applying it to his own monT. standards, Pierre Becomes doubt

ful of his conduct. The final phase comas when Pierre discovers that an in— 

cestuio^ passion lies behind the !high-pritcipled virtue that he thinks has 

mooivated his aiambPon8hip of Isabel. Morowr, it is now gradd-ly dorint^titg 

him. Then he also starts to question the truth Isabel's story. His doubt

is augmented by a visit ot the gallery where he rxarines an ambiguous potrait 

of a foreign young man that reminds him of his father’s. Pierre realizes that 

hi may have caused a lot of unnecessary suffering to himself and others by 

believing in his father’s gui.lt- His virtuous act,poobptid by a false story 

and evidently by a oubious "evil" passion, is after all not eo virtuous. 

Mht is virtue? there is still no answer after all the woe and grief Pierre 

has suffered.

1® B)th Tyrus Hllw ay (Herman Mellvili. p, 110) and Meriin BownCThr 
Long Enco^mter1 p. 161) have divided thi story into three sections.
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- iv -

In Marl! and Moby Dick the story starts w.th the quevters aLready 

embarked on their pursidt, giving us no detailed account of the process of 

lisiLUsiOeitet which Led these titanic heroes to u rejection of Life as il 

is. We ire not told whit Tali hud seen in Life that mikes him rail it the 

Arc turion's Leaden hours und adappnnlt refuse to go north when the ship changes 

ils course. Noether ire wv explicitly told the evils that Ahab hud experienced 

in the forty years of eha1ieg Life. In PPerrv, aleeeir, wv are given u miot 

detailed portrait o^ the hero, before he is vw' u quevter.

The first phase depicts u privileged soHety of tartt persons living 

ie the "paradise" of Sadale Meadoww. It opees oe u strange suranmr poneing 

when he who is but u sojourner from the city 3hall early 
walk forth into the fields, utd Ov eeledv-amittvn with 
the traect-llkv aspect of the greet und gdldvt wwrld.
Not u flower stics| the trees forget to wave; the grass 
itself evtps to have ceased to grow; and all Nature, ns 
if suddenly OecDmv conscious of her own profound p^ye<edt, 
und feeling no refuge from it but eileett, sinks into this 
w^o^ndvfi^l and iedtstribablt repose.1'

The first paragraph of the book is already permiatvd wth u double 

mood or tone: it is, on the let hand, an ilytLlic,fvrtile wo old, u world of 

growth und prosperity; on the other hand, MeVvvile points to the profound 

misery of the Nalural ww^d, eypPbOizvd Oy silence, und "silence", in 

MeVillleat terminology, is etnlalymous with "ambbiguty". Here, it ettme to 

hint that the tranqlUilitt in the natural world is deceptive and transitory. 

But Pivrrv, in the "ruddiness, und fLuehevse, and vaitglodiouseess of his

89 pitrre, p. 1.
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youthfoL sotdL”,^ little foresees "that this world hath a secret deeper than 

beauty",and is too innocent to perceive or grasp through the appearance of 

the natural world or life the reality of eV.1 and darkness. The cnuitry is 

another Eden and Pierre, an "untouched Ad«an".22 Lfe in the country is a glori

ous benediction because Nature seems to have especcally favoured him:

She blew her wild-clarion from the blue hills, and Pierre 
neighed out lyrical thoughts, as at the trumpee-blast, a 
war-horse paws himself into a lyric of foam, She whispered 
through her deep proves at eve and gentle whhspers of 
huimnness, and sweet whhspers of love, ran through Pierre’s 
thougit-veins, musscal as water over pebM.es ,20 21 * 23 24 25 26

20 lbid.. p. 8.

21 Ibid^ p. 43.

Merlin Bowen, The Long Encoimner, p. 159.

2^ Merre p. 16.

24 Ibid.. p. 7.

25 IbLd.. p. 44.

26 Ibid^ pp. 8-9.

Yet this idealized reading of Nature is only a reflection of Pierre the 

idealist, whose life so far has been "an i^]Luminated scroll".2^ He has not 

undergone the trials or sufferings of life. Rank, health, and weMth have 

made him imneensly aware o^ himseef. H.s world has been an unchanging summer 

mooning, brilliantly iiuminated by the divine principle of Love, and Love, 

the narrator satirically remarks, "was first begot by Mirth and Peace, in 

Eden, when the world was young. " 2 2 So to Pierre, the young lover, Ml the 

co’untry ^c^t him is a "love-token""26 and he fee^ as a man, that Joy is

pebM.es
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his by right. So implicit is his trust in the sovereign powers (to whom he 

renders "leal woorhippings"), that he can jubilantly exciaim: "Pierre’s 

Joy’sl"27 28 29 * *

27 Ibid., p. 57.

28 Grant Watson, '‘Melville's Berre'S p. 200.

29 Pierre, p. 2.

3° Ibid.

31 Ibid„ p. 43.

Not yet initiated into the evils of the world, oblivious of the 

existence of the villains, Want and Woe, whose sire is the Demon Principle, 

the bright,-cheeked rierre feels he is all pure and good. This prelapsarian 

state is symbooized by his relationship W.th Lucy, the blue-eyed, bright 

blonde. Lucy is a symbol of "those conscious elements o^ Pierre's soul that 

appear as yet all purity and goocdwes. "28 To establish Fey as such a symbolic 

figure, MelVUe uses light and colour imagery. Her very name, Lucy, suggests 

light, Lucifer, the bright angel (before the Fill). The visual effect of 

brightness i3 achieved by MelvVile’s use of selected tme images. Lucy first 

appears in the "bright hush of the moornin.'^ when she bids ^ierre "good 

morning", the sentimental youth can only reply in such a eulogy:

I would return thee thy maaifold good mormihgs, Lucy, did 
not that prestme thou hadst lived through a night; and by 
heaven, thou belorngst to the regions of an infinite daypO

She is even taken to an outing in the morning, "the choicest drop that Time 

has in his verse", when the cowrtryside is wafted with "an ineffable 

ta^on of a soft flight."31 Wien she does appear In the evening, she is seen
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bathed in the "golden loveliness and light of the setting am,"32

32 Ibid., p. 80.

33 Ibid., p. 125.

34 Ibid., p. 80.

35 Ibid^ p. 2.

36 Ibid^ p. 27.

The copious use of light imagery is to endow Lucy Wth "aineeical- 

ness". This divine quality of Lucy affims her function in the first phase 

of the book as an externalization of the conscious being of Pierre for 

Pierre is eminently conscious of his kinship with the Deity. He feels deep 

in him there lurks "a divine midentifisbleness that owns no earthly kith 

or kin."33 34 35 36 Iramture and witried, he at present associates God with “Truth 

and sees only light and joy in Truth, therefore he always sees Lucy as an 

"invoking holy ange)", a "heavenly fleece". This symbooic function is achieved 

not only by her association with light but also by her association wth 

colours. Blue is a mnor colour image used for Lucy. By the azure counsel o^ 

her mooher, Lucy is always arrayed in colours harmonious with the heavens — 

light blue or wite. In the v.sit she pays to the Glendirnnings, she comes in, 

"fleecil^y invested" "in a flowing whhte, 01ue-•r0bboted dress. "3+

Whte, Melviile’s special colour, naturally dormontes the description 

of Lucy. And before Pierre's initiation into dark Truth, he can see only the 

positive values of whhte — divinity, purity, and gladness. To strengthen 

this whhte colour symbc>l, M^Hle raskes everything connected with Lucy whhte. 

We are told that the first thing that attracts Pierre's eyes on the mooning 

visit to Lucy is a "stow-whhti flossy pillow reposing upon the sill df the
36caserne^. "35 Lucy's cottage has a whhte door. When Pierre 6°es up to Lucy's
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room to fetch her blue portfolio, he is mstsriously aroused by the sight 

of a snow-whhte roll upon the spotless bed.

Lucy is a symbol of the world of ideality Pierre lives in. It is a 

world of "indescribable gaiety, buoyancy, fragility and an unearthly evanes- 

cennc.”"7 He has so far led a life of the heart a3.one — al1 impidse, trus^ 

and enthusiasm. He adores his mooher and treats her like a lover, addressing 

her as sister and attending to her like a lady-in-waiting. He is all dooClity 

to her commands. Pierre also holds sacred the memory of his father by building 

a shrine of his father in his heart. There he makes successive votive offerings 

to thia personification of perfect human goodneos and virtue. IH.a cherished 

vision of "heroicness 1 Is to defend "some insulted good cause'3® and he trains 

himself vigorously "to champion the delicate Lucy against the physical 

woold."37 38 39 Little does he know he will be calied forth to fi6ht the moral woold, 

deficient in the knowledge and experience of evil, he is not prepared to con

front the world of reality. Being impetuous and enthuuiastic by nature, he acts 

rashly and takes the extreme course when Hsiiussonmnent sets in. do far he 

has known only the bright aspect of life — love and joy; now he is shown its 

dark aspect — sin and grief. He cannot affira and hold in view both of these 

aspects. Happiness having been proved false, rruth must lie with sorrow: "Oh! 

falsely guided in the days of Joy, am I now truly led in this night of my 

grief? ” W Bo he abjures Lucy, whose whiteness now is disease, sterility and 37 38

37 Ibid.t p. 80.

38 Ibid,. p. 17.

39 Ibid., p. 68. 
AO

Ibid., p. 90.
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death to him: "Orckra in pnow-wnhti, and pair of chirk, thou indeed ait fitted 

for the altar; but rot that onr of ^1^ thy fond hesaXt didst drum — so 

fali a victioL"g- Herr hr .s mnking a farew^.^^1 spii^ to his conscious self — 

the shallow, innocent Pierre who bUiLas dreams of happiness in a world of 

ideality . Now hr is going to assume the Life of the subconscious. Hr realizes 

hr must rmaityr this side of Hoss If in order to make room for the dark subcons

ciousness in his soul that will replace irrocirci with experience, idea-ity 

with reality.

Isabel, the dtrk-esia, imploring, norail£ul-.fucra aalf-piptei, is a 

sy^l^<^2L of the subconscious in Pierre's souL, dhr is a sral-innge.g2 she has 

biid Lying dormant beneath Pierre's conscious self, struggling to br re- 

Lenpea. Pierre's soul can only attain cornoPeti spiritual function with the 

fuLl awakening of this subconscious silf. Meevvile, untutored in modern 

psychology, pacceidp in describing this gradual growth of the subconscious, 

the struggle of the soul to fufill itself. It must bv an experience that hv 

himnsef, brir*, extremely introspective by nature, had undergone. The various 

stages of Pierre's vagur awareness, inexplicnr1e attraction and fuLl recog

nition of thia dark aspect of his soul axe externalized by the presentation 

of a series of incidents, some of axe morely common occurrences in life,

but all of which axe inniircntea with synObOic significance.

strangely enough, the first onr taxes place in a joyous chaai.br, 

bright with candles, and ringing with wcoaovis rayest voices. Pierre has accon- 

panied his noOher to a siwing moiling of the neighbouring faxmirs' wives

41 Wdh p. 255.

42
Grrart hatson, "Melville's Pieris", p. 201.

chaai.br
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and daughters. On entering the room, where Pierre and his mother’s presence 

is imedditely announced, Pierre suddenly hears "a lon^-drawn, unearthly, 

girlish shriek" Wiich seems to split its way clean through his heart, le-ving 

a yawning gap..Neural curiosity ur^s him to i-ook for the source of the

shriek and when he does meet the girl’s eyes — fuLl of wotdedffU. loneliness 

and inexplicable implorings — he is intdggued by the feeling of a half

conscious recog^mtion. This rmyserious face, ever hoveling between Tartarean 

m.sery and Padadsiac beauty, compounded of hell and eedten,44 stirs up in 

Pierre menoor-es o^ the past and visions of the future, hinting of some 

irrevocable sin and pointing to some inevitable ill. It hauits him day and 

night and for two days he wr-retles with his own spirit. It throws him into 

the surprising and preternatural pondering that b^j^-Cle all the intros

pective cunning of his mind:

He seemed to feel that it begat in him a certain condition 
of his being, which was most painful, and every way uncon- 
geitf.al to his natural, wonted self.**-’

The mysical sadness o^ the face is whht Pierre, who hitherto had only known 

Joy, shrinks from, though at the same time he lon^s for the unknown. Yet for 

the momeeltt he is not ready to ^ive up "that delicious life" that his mooher 

has planned for him.

Yet this first encounter has awakened his apprehension of the deep

stratrn in his sou.. Even before he discovers the blood tie between them, 

he feels there exists between this girl and himself a namml-ess affinity:

Ibidp. 61.

U Ibid., p. 58.

45 ibid., p. 73.
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But ^Pierre'iS profound curiosity and interest in the 
matter — • . • — did not so much appear to br embodied 
in the mournfUL girl, as by some radiations from her, 
rmtbadird in the vague conccets which agitated his own 
bo^Ul. There lurked the subtler secret; that Fierre had 
striven to tear away. From withoiu, no wonneeful effect 
is wrought within ourselves, unless some interior, respond
ing wonder meets it. That the starry vaiH-t shall sur
charge the heart with all rapturous maaveeiincg, is only 
because we om*selves are ^reeaer miracles, end superbsr 
trophies tian all the stars in universal space. i.onaar 
interlocks with wonddr; and then the confounding feeling 
comes,

and Lierre, turning upon the fancied face, cries;

'lucpain thou this strange integral fueling in me mysef, 
and I Hl then renounce aLl other woundra, to gaze woncldxr- 
ingly at thee. But thou hast evoked in me profounuer spells 
than the evoking one, thou face! For me thou hast uncovered 
one infinite, dumb, beseeching countenance of misery, under
lying aLl the surfaces of visible time and space.

Thus begins P^i^r^^re’s initiation into the other aspect of his soul— the 

dark half.

Isabel, the dark lady, naturally forms the opposing principle to 

Lucy, the bright blond, no^ex^t^x,, unlike the two compaaraively simple symbolic 

projections in Madd, Yillah and naaitia, who stanu for the diuiHsm in Taji — 

his spiritual aspiration and phyyScal desire — Lucy and Isabel do not have 

fixed symbboic values. Lucy in the beginning is a symbol of every thing that 

is good, bright and beauuifuL in Pierre's orem arm ^lam paradise of naddlr 

Meadows; but when the superficial world of ideality is disrupted by the 

intrusion of Isabel, Tierr'e begins to question nis former evaluation of Lucy. 

He realizes the limitation of a mere existence of innocence and thus spurns 

Lucy. So if Lucy is Pierre's angel of innocence, Isabel is his angel of

46 Ibid., p. 70.
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experience. Murray applies a Juijian term to her, calling her "a dark, 

^flglx ^iraaV’.^? 3he is an of the dark pBssions in Hem's

soul. Watson suggests that she is a symixol of the consciousness of the 

tragic aspect of Life. ‘ - fedgwick interprets her as a symbol of the ’’same 

dark myytery of Life that includes the necessity for sin and suffering. 

These interpretations of the sym^oic function of Isabel complement each 

other and taken together, help us to understand better helviHe's moat 

fluctuating and elusive symbol.

The crnffict of Lucy and Isabel m.ght be described in general terms

as the opposing forces of the conscious and subconscious m.nds. After Pierre's 

glimpse of Isabel at the sewing meeting, a dark shadow creeps into the bright 

world of Saddle Meadows. MoIlUIs uses the darknesss-miL^ht imagery to 

symbo^ae the preliminary awakening of the subconscious m.nd. At the picnic 

on a bright, joyous sum^eir ria>omin6, when Joy should abound, Lucy has a sudden 

presentiment of future "evil"; she remembbrs the eeyeerioue face of which 

Pierre has told her, and imagines its dark m>uunffu.ness against the bLueness 

and blandness of the sky. Howwevr, her mood soon passes ana the fearful 

forebodino is temporally forgotten.

Liter in the "glurioss, so’tly gluri.ose, and most ^acious eveni-ng"^ 

when Lucy floats in in her fleecy white aress, Pierre is enthralled by the 

bright ethereaL-ness enveloping her. The bright picture is, howeevr, dimmed

Pierre, p. 83.

Henry Murray, Pierre, p. xlvni.

Watson, ^;elvilL.e’e Herre p. 201 

badg-wick, The frageay of iIns, p. 153.
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by the dark face sliding into view, and reproachfully looking

out upon him from the effulgent sunset's heart. "5^ It is only with a wilful 

determination to maantain ULs snH's joy that Pierre succeeds in banishing 

the m•yterilcs face for the moomnt.

The full awakeninto of the subconscious mind is -ymmoOizld by a change 

in the imallry, from d^i^lk^ees-ii^n-^ibUt to light-nn-darkness. The traumitic 

experience — the discovery of the dark secret in ULs father's youthful life — 

is that which brings about the full rlllasieg of the dark aspect in ULs soul. 

Ke^vile rlversl- the patterns of imagery in the course of revelation

Cn that warm, dark night as Pierre goes to tell Lucy the joyous news 

of the approaching mrriage, he is surrounded by an alrnot impllnerl01e black— 

els-. we are told that this darkness enters not "the ^nily ilClmielted tails 

of Ms teear."51 52 -llt, Uowevvr, Lt will engulf uim — heart and mind — and

51 Ibid.

P« 84.

53 Lbid., p. 35.

somewhat larldorXcally, through the power of light: for the letter is thrust 

into ULs hand by a hooded and obscure-lnkino figure who flastes the lL^t 

of a lantern upon his face. The symbol of light out of dlrkee-- has quclLtil- 

of fear and foretor-fino. There is a slight debate as to whuther he should 

visit Lucy as he has intended or return home to read the letter. The ml^^e^ne. 

Pierre decides on the latter, MelvL^le remarks; "The gloom of the air tad 

now burst into uis reart, and extingci-hed its H^t."53 I-lbol,- ls-lciltiot 

with darkness is comppete by such a sym^b^oic action.
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Arriving home, he locks himself in his chamber and undergoes another 

dramaa^ conffict — to read or to destroy the letter. Meeiille describes 

the stru^le in terms 01 a combat between the good and bad angels, reversing 

the symbolic role of Lucy to that of the bad anuel and thereby adding one 

more ambbijgUty to the book. Meiiile teras the urge to puruse the letter 

"an i.pcomplreleenible powwr" possessing Pierre, which may adndt him "into the 

vestibule of the spiritual woolds." The account of the contest renders 

explicit the symbbUc function of Lucy end Isabel:

Pierre now seemed distinctly to feel two a^abo^e^c 
agencies within him; one of which was just struggling 
into his consciousness, and eacn of which was striving 
for the mast^iry; and between whose respective final ascen
dencies, he thought he could perceive, though but shadowly, 
that he himself was to be the only umpire. One bsde 
him finish the selfish destruction of the note; for in 
some dark way the reading of it would irretrievably en
tangle his fate. The other bade him OLsPlSs all m.s,gLvings; 
not because to dismiss them was the smaller part, never 
mind what m.ght betide. This Oood anbd seemed rnPldly to 
say — Read, Pierre, though by reading thou may’st entente 
thyself, yet mmy'at thou disentangle others. . . . The bad 
angel insinuatingly breathed — Read Lt not, dearest Pierre; 
but destroy Lt, . . . .54

The heavenly quality of Lucy is transferred to Isabel. It Ls obvious that

Lucy Ls the bad an^l, tne symbol of nLs conscious self; the ohO anbel Ls

Isabel, the dark half of his soul tnat Ls stru^lin^ into his consciousness.

Lucy is the bad anbel who comsels him to be selfish and happy; Isabel, the 

good anoel, offers him sadness, but Lt Ls a sadness that will give him a 

blessedness and a feeling of "divine heroicness". The coni’fict results in the 

bad angel's shrinking up into nothingness "at the blast of Pierre’s noble 

heaat."

54 ibid., p. 87.
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The perusal of the letter brings to Pierre the bitter experience

brief as the revelation of his father's eidl dark nature destroys entirely 

the "unclouded, stow-■wWiti and serite,’ picture of his father. M.s pain is 

intensified by his inexperience. All brightness flees from his hills and 

all peace from his plains: Pierre feels "Truth rolling a black biioow through 

his soiQ."55 The Ib^. used .s unusual as Truth .s often assoiRtated wito the 

brilliant lioht of whhte. Here Meeliili is describing the disillusionitg 

effect that Truth has on the human m.nd, especially in the untairted mind o^ 

Pierre. The knowledge of evil and the experience of grief are the dark 

aspects of life. So Truth takes on an image of darkness. The symbboic level 

of this episode depicts the awakening of the unconscious lyino in the dark 

regions of the mind. That is why the image of darkness — dark night and 

dark Truth — is contSstittly employed.

55 Ibid., p. 90 (underlining m.ne).

56 !°id., p. 89.

57 Grant Watson, "Melville's Pierre", p. 206.

The second section of the story is suffused with darkness. Isabels 

injunction is: "To-morrow at night fUl, not before — not by day, not by 

dty, Pierre."56 So Werre aftor a l^ong night of saJffer^tg, foioowed by a

day of mst and rain drizzling upon his heart, mikes the momeetous visit 

to Isabel, whom he finds in the heart of darkness. During the two inter

views Isabel tells the story of her life. It is a rnysserious and supernatural 

story, designed to portray syImoiicrily "the birth and gradual growth of the 

enlarged consciousness which come to life's itititti^."57 Howevvr, the 

narration is too broken up and the symbolism is imprecise. I shall attempt 
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to trace briefly the various stages and explicate the sy^tib^oic me^aiing. 

The first house where Isabel spends the earliest part of her life is an 

old ruinous one in the midst of a wood. Her compeari^s ere mute or speak 

in a language that is rnnnt.elligiOLe to her. This is sy^t^boic of the priL- 

eeodial images that lie in the very depth of the soul. Then she is carried 

over the ocean — a symbboic representation of the birth of her consciousness. 

The stay at the asylum is sy^boic of the enlargement of her tragic conscious

ness and it is also here that she acquires the consciousness of death. This 

dark aspect of life, coupled w^'th other experiences of the inhueettiies she 

has undergone, makes Isabel the ’’dark, tragic anima **aof Pierre.

The m^ery and ameOggriids created by Isabel’s history are

reinforced by other images and subsidiary sambos. The three images associated 

with her are the i-maoe of night, the im^e of silence, and the image of 

lightning. The image of nioht I have touched upon, but I wish to review it 

briefly to bring out its symboic significance. Isabel is a creature of the 

night. The letter is delivered at night; she must be visited at night; later 

in the book when Pierre and Isabel are at the Apposies, she expresses repeated 

yearning for twilight and stops Pierre from lighting the candles. The ima^e 

of nioht has a definite sy-imbUc meeming of fear and misery.

The ey5teritusness is intensified by her long periods of silence in 

the two interviews that Pierce has with her:

Isabel fixed her wotdedful eyes upon him with a &aze of 
long imp^f^^sion^e^nt; then rose suddenly to her feet, and 
advanced swiftly towards him; but more suddenly passed, 
and reseated in silence, and continued so for a

5- Henry Murray, Pierre, p. xlviii. 
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time, with her head averted from him, and mutely
resting on her hand, gazing out of the open casement. . .

The lightning that puictuates Isabel's story, briefly and flickeriLngJy 

ilhminating the dark room, serves as a light-in-darkness imaae. The m®ter- 

iotsneas of the story and atmosphere wooLd otherwise be a compPete darkness 

to Pierre without the iHminating lightning, Whch, as a symbol of his intuitive 

knowledge, gives him the perception to pierce through the dark Truth. Howeeer, 

it is not a comppete view, and he seems to catch only hell-glimpses of the 

evil of the world and in other human beings, and even that view is only pre

liminary compared to the later em^b^acem-’i^lt of orief and eant in the city. 

He does not yet see the demon principle in himsslf.

Besides the visual images, Be^eile also uses an auditory one — the 

meliodious, p^u^it^C;^1., significant yet un.nnellioible sounds of the guitar. The 

guitar is just a symbooic extension of Isabel herself. The supsrmaturalness 

inherent in the orign of the gutar augments the tlperoaturalness of Isabel. 

It is obtained from a passino peAer, and feeling a natural symppthy with the 

instument, Isabel murmurs and sings to it. After a wWile, the giUtar, of its 

own self end without being touched, answers her with a sweet and sudden sound. 

She sinos and murmurs to it in a different mooApaion, ana once more it answers 

her with a different strino. She feels there is an inexplicable affinity be

tween herself and the guitar:

The g^u^tar was human; the guitar taught ms the secret 
of the guitar; the gAtar learned me to play on the 
giutar. ... I miide a loving friend of it; a heart 
friend of it. It sinos to me as I to it. Al the 
wonders that are unimaginable and unspeakable, Al these 
wonders are translated in the myyteriols meeodiolsnett

Ibid., p. 204 •
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of the giutar. It knows all my pa8t history. . . . 
sometimes it stri-kes up rapturous pulsations of 
legendary delights eternaLly unexperienced and 
unknown to me.60

Listening to Isabel playing to him on the giutar, Pierre, enthralled by the 

swarming sw^e^e,ness of the muuic, is lost in a maze and can only exclaim: 

"Myysery! Nyysery!
Myysery of Isabel! 
Myysery! Myysery!
Isabe^ and My^ry!"60 61

60 IOid.. pp. 176-177.

61 Ibid., p. 173.

Grant Waason, "Melvills't Pierre", pp. 211-212.

Later at the A footles, where Pierre takes up a career of writing, after a 

day's work at the desk he sits listening to the sounds from the gu^itar, which 

stir up in him wild imaginings and sudden perceptions; but Pierro is unable 

to convey them in wrl-ting. To unravel the symboo.ic meaning of the guutar is 

as imJl)usibls as to apprehend fully the myys.erious and tmblouuus Isabel. 

Watson dissuades readers from searching for a definite or exact formula for 

the symbolism of the guitar. He h^ssef, hueever, offers a tentative expli

cation: "The g^uitar is the issm.tent manffstatiun wthing the individual

62soul of the transcendental reality of Life." It is as ambiguous as ever.

A second subsidiary symbol is ^abee's "long dark shooer of curls." 

It envelops Isabel in "finersalness" and thus Emkes her more mysterious than 

ever. Because of its luxuriance and glossy darkness, the coil of hair caLls 

up the image of a serpent, and associated with the image is the dreadfuL fear 

of fatal entanglement by lust. The ebony tresses are a sym^c^jL of the dark 

passions in Isabel, and thu3 also in Fierre, who harbours an incestuous desire 
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for hia half-sister. Melville makes explicit the symbolic meaning of the 

lon^ sweep of hair by having it coil around Isabel and Pierre in their moments 

of insurgent passions. The dark cascade of hair then is a symbol of Evil, 

and its bein^ a part of Isabel makes her take on this negative value, here 

we find another ambiguity in the book; for Good and Evil are merged in Isabel 

and can even he operative at the same moment.
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As a symbol Isabel is complex, multiple and bewilderingly imprecise.

She stands for the subconscious, as wwei as for the matcrious and the un

known; she stands for death; yet paradooicalty she also stands for life, a 

new life for the mind. In deciding to champion her, therefore, Pierre has

taken on a great deal. However, he does not realize the "negative" values and

destructive force contained in Isabel. Fired by zeal to do the right tiling, 

he decides to repair the wrongs uone to Isabel by his father. He has to 

protect Isabel and to proclaim her existence to the world. But fully aware 

of the injustice and cruelty and the scorn of the conveetional world for an 

illegiiimate child, and seeing alt these embodied in his haughty moohhr, he 

realizes the necessity of breaking alt ties of affection with the world of 

Saddle Meadows. This sacrifice he is ready to make because he is now a 

champion of absolute Virtue, an enthuuiast for "the hiohest and moot glorious 

duty in the worM.''^3 A3 to aU. the pains and grief he is °oino to cause 

others and himsslf, he thinks these are unavoidable in the necessity following 

dark Troth. He is the "grand victim" that the famly of Glendinning is im- 

^riwsly calted upon to offer up to the gods of woo.^* oeen in tM.s way it

is no ^c^r^dc^jr that Pierre can be suffused with a CChiit-tike feeling at his 

decision to sacrifice himsslf for Duy's sake.

So,sstlt young and inexperienced, Pierre, "charoed with the fire of 

divineness", sets out on a pilurimaoe, believi^ that he is protected by the

63 Ibid.. p. 243.

64 Ibid., p. 249.
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hand of Goi. Fuui of trust in his Creator he is boir^; "to follow Virtue 

to her uttermost vista." He has or thinks he has severed all ties with the 

past when he commts the picture of his father and all family letters to the 

flames and exultantly declares:
H

Hennceorth, cast-out Pierre hath no paternity, and no 
past; and since the Future is one black to all; therefore, 
twide"-Ji3inherited Pierre stands untraimneeiedly his ever
present self! — free to do his own self-will and present 
fancy to whatever endl"°5

But the past weighs heavily upon him; when he Journeys to the city with Isabel 

and Belly, he recalls his moohhr’s words of banishimenn, Lucy’s "agonizing 

shriek" on hearing of his supposed marriage to Isabel and his own vaouely 

dis .uietino feeli^ toward Isabel. He has the horrifying fear of "the poss

ibility of the mere raooonhine of all his self-eenouncino enthusiasm.” Already 

then he sees the co/ampled-ty of his "virtuous" action. A wave of doubt sweeps

over hi#:

Lol I leave corpses whonever I go! Can then my conduct 
be right? Lol by my conduct I seem threatened by the 
poosibblity of a sin anomalous and accursed, so anommll^i^s, 
it may weei be the one for which Scripture says, there is 
never forgiveness. Corpses behind me, and the last sin 
before, how then can my conduct be right?"

To deepen his doubt, he finds a tattered fragment of paper in the 

coach. It is an incomppete lecture by one Plotinus Pli^nl^mmon, entitled: 

"CCrrmooetricals and Hooooooiicas". CCrronooetrrcal is Greenw.eh time and 

horological is local time. Plinihwaon argues that the same relation exists 

between chronometticel and horological time as ed-sts between the heavenly 

wisdom and earthly wisdom. That the two are not always the same does not

65 ibid.. p. 277.

66 Ibid.. p. 285.
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mean that one must be wrong or that they are even opposed: . .it follows

not frcm this, that God’s truth is one thin* and man’s truth ttotteelr; . . . 

but — by theiLr very ctntrtdictiots they are made to correspond. '^7 As men 

are not God and ere less perfect, they may best adapt their lives to the 

earthly wisdom, — one mod^e^t^ted by common sense. If they attempt to live 

solely by heavenly time, that is, to live according to the strict letter of 

the Sermon on the Mount, they will find themselves eventually "involved in 

str^^ rnAi .ue follies and s^Lns, rnim^ttgindd tofoir."^

Pierre's reaction to the parnmphlt, we are told by the narrator, is 

mixed. The circuitous way MIivL.le attempts to analyze Pierre's reaction is 

again an exasperating teebLg.Uty in the book. Pierre seems to be deeply inter

ested in the topic, but its cenral point he continues to find puzzlin*. 

Wheher this is because he wishes not to understand stmeteit* which may expose 

"the intrinsic incorrectness and non-excellence of both the theory and the

69practice of his life", 7 or because his limited experience mdkes the ptmehhld’s 

principal idea incoeprehennible to him, Meelille does not attempt to settle. 

Howeevr, I suggest that the whole episode of ambiguous irresolution is sym>bo.ic 

of Pierre's ideal-istic nature. The earthly wisdom of "virtuous expediency" 

and the heavenly aspiration to heroic action are both in him. At that InoInent, 

Pierre is not yet beset with ths evils in life and of passions. He is still 

an enthusiast and "the ever-encrotceit* apppHte for Goi" dormnntes him and

spurs him to the titanic task. He is able to dismiss the voice of the worldly

instinct — "virtuous expediency" — in him.

67 Ibid., p. g96.

68 Ibid.

69 ibid.. p. 291.

bid., p. A80 .
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Soon the doubt is verified when he is confronted with the evils in 

life. These take the form of the heartless refusal of his cousin and boyhood 

friend, Glen Stanley, to help him, the cruel reception of the city and the 

poverty and want at the AAoostes. On receivino news of his mover's death 

by insanity, he is further overwhelmed by the gid.lt of being, the cause of it. 

Then the second life of illusions is shattered for he sies himseef, a pro

fessed champion of Virtue, as "a heartless villain and an idiot fool — heart

less villain, as the murdeeer of his mooher — idiot foci, because he has 

thrown away all hi3 felicity. '•"I

The disillsioniment is turned to despair and self-hatred when he 

discovers that in the very virtue he espouses, he has been moiivttid by Vice — 

an incestuous desire for his sister. This revelation of the dark passions in 

his own nature comes like a detth-01oe. Accually the dark passions were al

ready there when he decided on the choice of means to champion Isabel — 

to establish her, not as his sister, but as his wife. Though, to do him 

Justice, Pierre at that sta>e of his ordeal, had no thought of an incestuous 

relationship, and when the suspicion flitted into his idnd, he was too blinded 

by the divine righteousness of his action to inquire into the lurkin& evil 

desire. This is ixpOicit in the scene where Pierre wihspered his plan to 

Istbei:

The girl moved not; was done with all tremblings; leaned 
closer to him, with an inexpressible strtt6iness of an 
intense love, new and itixpliit01i. Over the face of 
Pierre there shot a terrible silf-^ivilatiit; he imprinted 
burning kisses upon her; pressed hard her hand; w<oild not 
let go her sweet and awful p^:^^:iven^iis.

71 Ibid., p. A03.
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Then the two changed; they coiled together, and 
entangledly stood mute.72

But the revelation has been simply understood only momeritaaily by the innocent 

Pierre, and the next day he retains nothin^ more than a sense of "the name

less awMnsss of his still ieppefectly conscious, incipient, new—mingled 

emotion toward thi.s ejyteriots being."72 72 73 74 75

72 Ibid., p. 268.

73 Ibid.. p. 236.

74 Ibjd.. p. 381.

75 IbLd.. p. 382.

Howweer, when he secludes himsslf and Isabel at the A^ssies and 

turns to a life of introspection and delves into his sotL, he is shocked to 

discover that his noblest aspirations are tainted with is own darker passions. 

The discovery that "to follow virtue to her uttermost vista proves but a 

betraying pender to the Inesntroue3t vice" mikes him repudiate the whole of 

mmra! reality. In the heat of passion, he cries hysterically:

"Now I catch gUmpae^ and seem to half see, somehow, that 
the uttemost ideal of ^c^o's^Zl perfection in man is wide of 
the mrk. The dernm-cods tnmple on trash, and Virtue and 
Vice are trash! ... I will write such things — I will 
gosplize the world anew, and show them deeper secrets than 
the Apooatypse! — ! will write it, I will write it4"7g

When asked by Isabel to explain Virtue and Vice, he replies:

"Look, a nothing is the substance, it casts one shadow
one way, and anotther the other way; and these two shadows 

cast from one nothing; these, seems to me, are Virtue and 
Vce."
"Then Why tormentt thyself so, dearest Pierre?"
"It is the law."
"Mht?"
"That a nothin^ should torment a nothing; for I am notning.
It is all a dream — we dream that we dreamed we dm.""'

Such is the Truth — the negation of all meoal values and the den^aL of any 
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ultimate reality (though he still has a consciousness of a law which he calls 

a nothing, Meeitlle and Pierre are both being ambiguous here) — that Pierre 

now seeks to gospslize to the new woold. It is no wonder that before long 

such a pursuit drowns him in the sea of amSbigifiss.

At this point he is like Aiab, cult off from anything divine and humin, 

brute or vegetable. Even when Lucy comes as an example of human love and sym

pathy, he finds this iaanff stttion of divine principle ineffectual because 

he has committed h^sslf too far in the pursuit of Virtue, which turns out 

to be Vice, and his gospelizing of Truth, which turns out to be a Nothing. 

From the dream of Enceladus Pierre can only draw the inferences of incestuous 

passions in man and the tragic consequences of the sky-assad-tino Titan. The 

former deepens his Tsslfng of innate evil end the latter drives him further 

into desppar.

Bfore I draw to a close, I must stop to explain further this dream 

which Meeivile uses to tymibOize the history of Pierre's superhuman effort — 

to realize the divineness in his souL, not knowing that he is going to be 

tied down by "his containing body of day." The myth of Enceladus symioUizet 

the state of man. Expplled from Heaven, the giant litan whose mooher is terres

trial attempts to regain his paternal right by fierce escalade; but his re

peated storming at heavenly heights is futile for he is overthrown by the gods 

themselves, and with a moimtain heaved upon his back, he i3 pinned down to 

the earth. The whole mrth is externalized in a two-thousand-foot precipice, 

some few dies from Saddle Pierre mist have seen this in his earlier

days but he did not understand it then. Now in his tormented vision, the Moouit 

of Titans stand before him, reflecting his own tragedy:
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Enceladus the Titan, the most potent of all the giants, 
writhing from out the imprisoning earth; — turbaned 
with upbome moss he writhed; still, although arm.ess, 
resisting with his Wide striving trunk, the Pelion 
and the Ossa hurled back at him; —• turbaned W.th up- 
bome moss he withed; still turning his unconquerable 
front toward that maesilc moont eternally in vain 
assailed by him, and which, when it had stormed him 
off, had heaved his undoffable incubus upon him, and 
deridingly left him there to bay out his ineffectual 
hoi.' 6

Pierre sees himself as Enceladus battering the steeps of heaven WtO 

his bare, armless torso. H.s despdr is compllte. But Meelille attempts to 

balance this dark vision with an explanation which he says Pierre has failed 

to gather from the dream. Pierre, Melville says, "bid not wilfuLly wrest 

some commort from the fable; did not flog this stubborn rock as Mses did, 

and force even aridity itself to quench his painful thirst."

Thus smtten, / Mlvvile states / the Moount of Titan seems 
to yield this following stream: —

Old Titan’s self was the son of incestuous Coelus and 
Terra, the son of incestuous Heaven and Earth. And Titan 
mrried his mother Terra, another and accwnmlaaively in
cestuous mtch. And thereof Enceladus was one issue. 
So Enceladus was both the son and grandson of an incest; 
and even thus, there had been bom from the organic 
blended heavenliness and earthliness of Pierre, another 
mixed, uncertain, heaven-aappring, but still not wholly 
earth-emancipated mood; wOLcO again, by its terrestrial 
taint held aown to its terrestrial mmoiier, generated 
there the present doubly incestuous Enceladus Wthin him; 
so that the present mood of Pierre — that reckless 
sky-as3aultirig mood of his, was nevertheless on one side 
the grandson of the sky,''

N^e^veri^^less there is still no solution to this eternal i-esmpltiiility o^

the dual human nature, compounded of heavenly and earthly substance. MMHe

76 Ibid., p. 480.

77 Ibid.. p. 483.
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is trapped by the problem he has raised and hi3 effort as the narrator to 

man tain an attitude bf resignation to the impprsiiliity of resolving the 

problem is unsucccssfUL.

Mseviile's attempt to balance the tone o^ tragic desppar created by 

Pierre's violent suicidal actions is further upset by lettng more ambi^i!.- 

ties hem Pierre in. This happens in a visit to the picture gallery where 

Pierre discovers a pnTrsit of a foreign gentleman that bears close resemblance 

to his father. Isabel's imaeddate reco^on-tim the pirtrait rouses the

doubt in Pierre: Is Isabel really his sister? This vacillation is just his 

desire to deny the incestuous passion in himese^. Yet the evil side of his 

nature is confimed by the innocent Lucy's attraction to a copy Giddo's 

Cenci, which is hung directly oppooite to that of the young foreign gentle

man. Lucy is stjill a symbol of Pierre's former conscious self, now pushed 

back by Isabel, Pierre's subconscious, which has taken precedence in Pierre's 

mind and sou,. That is why Lucy can feel an inexplicable affinity with this 

girl, "sw^e^e^^y and adrcphically blondd...though double-hooded, as it wore,
78 by the black crape of ...two moot hox^?iild crimes" — incest and patricide. 

Pierre's effort to deny any comePicity in incest and giUt is futile. The 

symbolic functions of Lucy and Isabel are merged in Cenc:c.

Overwhelmed by giUt and despair, he becomes reckless and insane. 

The murder of Glen is just a prelude to his final suicide. The ambiguous
79 procession of events has trapped him with their ambbguousnt88. he finds himelf

78 Ibid., p. 489

79 Ibid., p. 253
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"the fool of Truth" anc "the fool of Viutuefof there is no Truth and 

no Virtue. Good and Bad At^w^l are how no more; he is neuter. The final 

ambbigu.ty is the look of "scornful inticitc6"(a ionn^tdiitiot in teras J 

that rests on his lips whhle he is dying.

DDepite Metalle's persistent attempt to maantain a resigned tone 

by his comientaares, they are too ambi0uous and eqiuivo.&ting. The book of 

Pierre closes wwth the anguished cohviction that

there is no faith, and no stoicism, and no philosophy, 
that v mortal man can possibly evoke, which wi^l stand 
the final test of a real impassioned onset of Ufe and 
Passion upon him. Then all the fair ohllrsrphii or faith
phantoms that he raised from the Mst, slide away and 
disappear as ghosts at cocC:k-iro.,•.,W

80 1^., p. 499.

81 Ibid,, p. 403.



conclusion

Within a period of four years, Meeliile published five books —

Herd! and dedburn in 1849, Wite Jacket in 1850, Moby Dick in 1851, and

Pierre in 1852. Of Redburo and White Jacket, Melvile said:

Bit no reputation that la gratifying to me, can posi- 
bly achieved by either of these books. They are two 
jobs, which I have done for money — being forced to 
it, as other men are to sawing wood. ... — being 
books, then, written in this way, nay only desire for 
their ’success'^ as it is called ) springs from my 
pocket, not from my heart. So far as I am individually 
concerned, and independent of my pocket, it is my 
earnest desire to write those sort of books which are 
said to "OsII."!

That Mac^d, Moby Dick and Pierre are books that "faH1’ is evLdent in the 

adverse criticssm that the conrem]X)rary reviewers showered upon rhnm.Yet 

taken in the perspective of Melvvile’s work, they form a rriXo^y,,nevnaling 

a remarkably fUl picture of MeevviXe’s imeaptisicaX thinking at the most 

productive period of his life. The validity of such a categorization is borne 

out, by the detailed examination of the quest theme in each book in my fore

going chapters. Mooeover, the O’undaieenal iiilaririni of’ the three books 

give fuLl justification to this kind o^ treatment.

First o^ all, we rwe the repeated ihiaacireistiii of the quunSe^s.

They are all absoouHsts who demand the Ultimate. Taji’s iearii for Yillai is 

rnprninntativn of man’s yearning for a transcendent ideal, for the absolute

Jay Le;yia, die Men^oille Log, I, 316. 
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perfection, for total eopi'ltess, for a good ^6X1^^ with evil. Aiab’s 

determination to stride through the pasteboard mask is to prove that Evvi 

lien in the centre of the un-verse. nis exclusive rcmt<tLsIe is shown in his 

dark violent denials of good. Pierre’s championing o^ Isabel in face o^ all 

oppost-ons Ls his ctmePetd dedication to the practice of absolute Virtue.

Anther common chaaaaceristic is the attribute of the qu^ser's 

deme-ddvintty. Tai's very name indicates his paternal origin for it is the 

name toiven by the IHirdians to the sun-god — ” a half-and-half deity”. An^lb’s 

is that of a king and kings are often taken as God’s vicars on earth. Pierre's 

father is the Deety at whose altar he has made successive votive offerings; 

besides, he quite often feels a "divine ittefitsblet.es^l, suffusing his whole 

being. The tragedy o^ these heroes lies in the fact that, in face of the in- 

comeatibbiity between the celestial and terrestrial in their nature, they 

strive for fuLl divinity ana sovereignnty. Maarjj ends with ^aji 

still unwiling to relinquish his quest of YLLlah, the heavenly ideal he 

thinks is his by right. Ahab dies a blasphemer, turning his body from the sun 

and spitting his last breath at the "all.-ddstroyitg but rtconqueritg w^iaLe" — 

who is God to him, especially at this motledt. Pierre, despite repeated 

warmings — attacks of vertigo and temporary blindness — to hold off from 

mnntural struggle, will not give up:

He began to feel that in him, the thews of a Titan 
were Ftre^ttllirg!y(Ultby the scissors of Fate................
All things ...eeOTed as created to mock and torment 
Mm. He seemed gifted with loftiness, merely that it 
m.ght be dragged down to the mu,... “gainst the 
breaking heart, and the bursting head, ... still he 
like a dem-god bore up. His sou.’s ship foresaw 
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the inevitable rocks, but resolved to sail on, and 
mikes a courageous wreck.

The eternal contest between the duHl-stic aspects in man is the theme 

of the trioogy. It occurs, of course, entirely in the inner, iev!ItiOls world 

of the mind. To put the conniict on paper, rMeivi^le employs symbols and images. 

This dualism in human nature is recurrently represented by the w^ii.e-dai’k 

tension in the tn^o^gy. In Madi, the w^hite Yillah is a symboic projection 

of the celestial in Taji and the dark fat^iit that of the terrestrial, In Tai's 

mind, these two tyiioOic figures by their distinguishing colours are reduced 

to a simple e iuatio>n of good end evil and, to the very end he in the

pursxut of an idealistic reality tymboUized by the w^hite Yllah.

The white-dtrk tension is expanded on a vast and complex scale in

Moby iick for here it is iipousible to reduce that dualism into a simple 

good-eHl dichotomy, ^ueequeg, the dark cannibal, is the cue who redeems life 

for Ishmael, the embttered w^hite man, by his delniuntt8tion of Orutierlinsts. 

The black negro boy, Hip, is the "low^s^lt form of lovs" sent by the"big wihite 

God" to turn Ahab from his "sk^-a^isai^lLti^^" desire to assert his sovereignity 

— to avenge Hl his suffering by capturing the God of EvH. The reality he 

pursues is a reality of Hl svH. Ishmaei-MelvHIs, a queeter as wwei as an 

observer, is able, however, to rotnt out Ahab's perversion and states the 

necessity of accepting the "prob^Le^aat-c, the inconclusive, and the contradic

tory^ as the trus and oHy Tafe of YI1. Moby i^ick, the Whte e^races

2 Pisrrs, pp. 471-47<2(unddelini.ng mne).

3 Chhrles Pei(-elton, Jr^ Symtolism and *11^110^ L■tsrtturs(Chictgu, 
1953), P. 212.
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in himaslf the white-dark dichotomy Wiere the tension is dissolved, for he 

is representative both of good and evil. The wWhteness of the whale is a 

symbol of the incoeppeheanSble cystery of God and the universe.

In Pierre the wWhte-dark tension again dormnates the cook. Howeeer, 

the syrnbooic meaning of the two colours hats become ambiguous ®nd confused. 

The wWhte Lucy at first seems to be another Yillah because of the Joy and 

love she brings to Pierre. baddie Meadows is another isle of Odo where TaJi 

Qnjoys a brief idyllic life with Yillah. Bit v'th the aop,e&iaace of Isabel, 

the dark lady, the paradisiac existence is disrupted as it has been in ■■Marii 

with the iatrtbisa of KHaHa, Yet in Pierre, Isabel is not equated with evil 

whereas Huatla is definitely a projection of the dem^r^ic oriacioli. Instead, 

as a s^moUc extension of Pierre, Isabel t6kes on a more clearly defined 

Yillahh-role. It is she who gives Pierre a life of deeper consciousness and 

urges him to a pursuit of a higher reality. She would • e the good angel as 

far as Pierre's intellectual life is concerned. At this point, .Mevvile is 

also poignantly aware of the uasoliable conflict rased by the duaity in a 

man's soul — the feodlike and the mmrely human, the faculty of specdahive 

reason and the need of natural affections. If Isabel is symbboic of min's 

"ever-eacioachiag appcTite for Gad", Lucy stands for his desire for the 

"dormasic felicities". Neither is bad. Yet to great intellects and heroic 

natures, it is ignoble to be eerely satisfied with man's "household peace". 

It woid-d be like "crawling contented in the moat before that crystal fort," 

and conse.uently tne man will abide forever within that slime.* hhen faced 

with the choice, a MeiLV.lliaa hero will taqitatioaably follow the sk^^-^;^;^:^i^-Lu^ti^ng

Pierre, p. 483.
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mood in himmelf. In Ferr: McIvIHi creates ■. hero whose quest is neither 

to attain the idealistic happiness of Taji nor to conquer . vil like Ahab. 

Pierre's Life WtO Isabel is s^PoUc of his deep ro *** into the secrets 

of the universe and his own so’!.. He vows ao seize Truth — whother it is 

sad Truth or o’ad Truth. HHweevr, after he embarks on hi3 jiest, he finds

that he has entered

. . . tho^e Hypirbonan regions, to w’ ich enthusiastic 
Truth, and £eapo•:>t-eee, and in ■llpe-slncl Wil inevitably 
lead a min.d fitted by nature for profound and 'larlle •• 
thought, all objects are seen in a dubious, uncertain, and 
refracting Light. Viewed through that rarefied atnselberl 
the moot imteepriaaiy admtted maxima o*' men be^in* . to slide 
and fluctuate, and finally become Wiolly inverted.^

The unexpected results of his actions invert Pierre's virtuous i-tl-tLl-.

He realises how ipnusible it is to draw a line of dieti-eticn between Virtue 

and Vice. The disastrous co-si fences of his ’’virtuous acta’’ make him abjure 

any ppral reality. He resol/es that Virtue and Vice, Good and Svil are m^re 

pale ghosts created by the human Pl^'J, So the whhte Lucy and the dark Isabel 

are "Good Angel and Bad ‘mel both". Toe te-eil- between the two no longer 

exists as they are shadows o^ a nothing.

Viewed au a trilo^ ano taken in the order as they were written, the 

three books deLi-late the tragic deJtrletil- of an i-te-eely i-trleleetive 

pind. If Meallle bad supped at Moby uick, one could understand and accept 

the eompleliiils of his att-Hude towards life. Respite the terror and ivi- 

the validity of Asa's pervex-ted iieil-, one is -till able to obtain aesthetic 

and tnemaaic eatiefaet.is- from Ishapae’s rlesn-Cliatis- to an inclnclueiie 

cosmic ano ppnal order owino to his resting his hope in a human order.

5 XLii,, p. 231 (ll-dd^li-.i--g mine) 
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In Pierre Melville goes beyond IMoby Dick and brings the hero as w^e^i as the 

reader to a irnpPetv wreck by ponting to a void underlying the cosmic, 

moral and human order that has been so lrto ista01l shed in the mind of man. 

he asserts that the world is "nothing but superinduced sauPiUiciee.” As to 

the soul of man, Meililli discloses to us a shattering thought wwich must 

have obsessed him during the wertitg of Pierre:

By vast pains we mine into the pyrand-d; by horrible 
gropings we come to the cental room; with joy we 
espy the sarcophagus; but we lift the lid — and no 
body is there! , — topotlinlr vacant as vast is the 
soul of a mn.

6 ibid., p. 397.
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